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When the top energy companies on the planet are
looking for an integrated solution to keep the energy
sector moving forward, they look no further than
ClearStream. We’re the trusted name behind
some of the best energy projects in Western Canada.

On the job, you’ll develop skills and grow your career
in a challenging work environment with competitive
compensation and performance incentive pay.
We offer schedules you can set your watch to
and flexibility you can build a life around.

Our success is powered by a seasoned team of 3500
employees and growing. We’ve built an environment
where respect and recognition are a requirement.
And we’re hiring.

See a full list of career opportunities at

clearstreamjobs.ca
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EIGHT Despite the good intentions of
starting a newspaper to talk about the great

Community Poll
Entrepreneurs

newsprint black, like the bags under your eyes.

You have to foot a $3,800 printing bill every
30 days, and you owe more than 2 grand a
month to writers.
TEN On account of always planning to fill
July’s paper in June, or August’s paper in
July, you’ve totally lost your grip on time and
what month you’re living in. This genuinely
affects your sanity. But at least you’ve finally
got an excuse for your imperfect sanity.

CHAD PELLEY

Hurry up!
These surveys
close July 7th
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Every City Needs a Band
Like The Beer Patrice
BY CHAD PELLEY

Most psychology textbooks
talk about how our sense of
smell is supposed to trigger
nostalgia and emotion more
than any other sense. But they
got it all wrong: it’s music that
gets in our bones and moves us
more than anything.
When timing marries the right song and place,
music taps into something primal that can
obliterate the stress and banality of everyday
life, and leave you a happy, drunken mess on
a wild dancefloor. A liveshow from The Beer
Patrice will prove that.
Go to one of their shows on a Friday night and
they’ll knock the silly modern-day worries off
your shoulders for a few hours, and reconnect
you to the primitive wild animal you are;
nothing will matter but the music possessing
you and the beer your dancing friends are
knocking out of your bottle and all over your
shirt. The we’re-all-in-this-together vibe

their shows cultivate is heightened by the
fact the band’s light-hearted punk-funk rock
songs include ballads for the everyman, like
“Minimum Wage Rage” or the crowd favourite
“Big as Mine,” which, as their new live album
explains, is about the musically under-explored
topic of “average sized penises.”
“You might as well play in a band that reflects
the members,” the band says. “What you
like, how you are, how you feel.” Their brand
of music, like their wild live shows, is just a
natural fit. “All music has a governing feeling ours is humour and enthusiasm [for] how we
feel. It appeals to us, and we think, to other
people – we could sing about love, dragons,
pirates, or whatever, but we want to sing
about comical gibberish.”
That vibe and view comes across in their
liveshows, where no one, the crowd included,
is feeling anything but up for a silly good time.
There’s a feral energy in their shows. It’s rare,
and feels more like a wild house party with your
best friends than a run-of-the-mill bar show.
“We started like a run-of-the-mill bar show,”
they say. “We were awkward and the crowd was
awkward. But at some point we either stopped
being terrible or we stopped caring entirely and

people stopped leaving when we
matter, they often play dress-up, just
We started
played.” And they play often, a
for you. “We look like the lunatics
to dream of a
commendable onslaught of live
have taken over the asylum after
complete
shows have really helped them
running through your mother’s
party-in-a-can
become a quick city favourite.“We
clothesline.”
type of act.
started playing the kind of gigs
that we wanted to see, where
The dress-up routine started
everyone lost their minds and had a
as a way to make their stage
crazy time. Everyone at shows secretly wants to
presence both bigger and less awkward, and
rock out and have the craziest night ever, but the
evolved into the band actually having stage
atmosphere has to be there – and the people on
characters with their own names: Harris
stage have to play a big part in that.”
O’ Scumwater, Dr. VonRompenstien, The
Infamous Don Pickles, Rufus Preroll, and Ugg
The Beer Patrice go out of their way in that
Gurg. Check out their Facebook fanpage for
regard. “The best shows are the ones where
the best band bio of the century.
you can lose yourself and become more than
a spectator – a part of what’s going on. Faces
Having a schtick can also help with buzz
in a crowd are kind of passive, but if you get
and branding, although that’s not the band’s
thrown on stage and start screaming along,
motivation. Take cool-kid favourite Father
then you’re IN the show. We started to dream
John Misty. He’d been pumping out albums as
of a forty-five minute complete party-in-a-can
J.Tilman to little reception. Then he threw on a
type act. We played to a lot of empty bars and
well-tailored suit, called himself Father John
wanted them to feel full.”
Misty, and adopted a ladykiller persona and
BAM: international fandom. “The costumes
If you haven’t heard them, here’s a pitch,
started as a way to hide ourselves - but after a
right from their own mouths. “We sound like
while became a way to step outside of ourselves
The Dead Kennedys covering Red Hot Chilli
and let out whatever craziness we wanted to
Peppers tunes, with all of the lyrics changed by
happen.” The craziness is contagious – be sure
Frank Zappa.” And because first impressions
to catch some next time you need a night out.

Music
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Mic to Mic
Jon Hynes on His New
Solo Album, Watchful Creatures
Many know this jack of many

that listened to Jesus Lizard and The Pixies

bands from his time in a

at my parents’ house in Upper Gullies! Now

popular St. John’s band from

I’m an adult that has “808s and Heartbreak”
and “Ghosts of the Great Highway” on regular

the recent past: Trailer Camp.

rotation. If my sound didn’t change over the

Some local bands, like Pet Vet,

past ten years I’d be worried/concerned/

are keeping Trailer Camp alive
in cover songs.

confused about me.
Kelly McMichael joins you on tracks 4 & 8.
She’s quickly become a favourite around

movement, and expectations. I see my

i.e folk, pop, rock, soundscape, whatever.

Since moving to Ontario, he’s been a busy

St. John’s, though she’s from Ontario.

generation being content with doing what they

I personally love it when a record bounces

multi-instrumentalist playing and touring with

You’re from here but living in Ontario,

want at their own pace, and that’s great. There is

around a bit and keeps the listener on their

great bands like Gentleman Reg, The Hidden

how did you two meet?

no hurry to ‘settle down’ or get that ‘secure life’

toes. It keeps everything exciting and displays

Cameras, Evening Hymns, Hey Rosetta, and

Kelly McMichael RULES! She’s one of

in your early years. It’s still on our minds, and we

the depth of the writer(s). Maybe my next

Donovan Woods.

my favourite goof ball humans and is an

will get there eventually, just not right now.

record will have everything cranked to 10 for a
solid forty minutes. I have all the options.

incredible musician. Gentleman Reg opened
Jon’s solo debut dropped in June, and given

for The Hidden Cameras on a five-week

Story goes the album was two years in

his background, it’s no surprise the debut

Canada/US tour, and Reg asked if I wanted

the making. What was it you were striving

The outro of “Opinion Piece” is a clear

shines. Watchful Creatures skirts many

to play bass on some of his songs. Kelly

for, sonically, that required the time it

album highlight. What’s the song about?

genres, making each his own by never dipping

was playing keys at the time and we (slowly)

took and the meticulous crafting?

The song was written a few months after

heavily enough into any one genre to sound

became great friends.

The project didn’t have a strict timeline so we

I was mugged. I was tackled down, football

(Jamie Bunton and myself) just worked at it

style, and held in a submission hold,

most of the tunes, while other songs vary

Watchful Creatures is a curious

until it was done. Before we started recording,

essentially, until I gave up my phone. It could

tempo and keep things interesting.

album title. Explain.

Jamie and I agreed that we would spend as

have been a lot worse, but I left the scene

I always found it fascinating that we learn

much time as necessary on each instrument

unharmed. I was shaken by the whole thing

In the semi-recent past, you were playing

through observation and we are products of

until it was perfect. And when you’re playing

for a few months. The whole violation thing

around town in Trailer Camp, a rowdier

our environment. I feel that since playing with

every instrument there is no band mentality

was prevalent at first but then I started to look

sound than what’s on display here. What

all the bands I’ve played with I gained a lot of

of ‘we’ll bang these out in a few days’ because

at it from the perspective of the jumpers and

brought you to Ontario, and what made

experience and learned incredible things, as

you’ve been rehearsing like crazy before going

found understanding in it. I knew there was a

you change your sound?

well as some bad. This album is a product of

in the studio. We worked on each song until

song in there somewhere so I started writing.

In 2008 I started to get an itch to try

those experiences; my environment. I guess

it was done. We coupled obsessive perfection

It was originally recorded as a heavy rock

something new and see what other

I’m the Watchful Creature … whoa, meta!

with a healthy dose of anality, which results in

song but after sitting on it for a while I felt it

a long recording process.

was too aggressive. So I reworked the song

familiar. There’s a signature sparseness in

opportunities were out there in the world of

until I came up with the version on Watchful

music. I moved to Toronto in the spring and

The sound on this album is very distinct,

lucked into some pretty great gigs. Since

original, particularly on tracks like “The

There’s quite a range of sound on the

then I’ve toured and recorded with some

Later Ones.” The chorus of which chants,

album. Is diversity something you think

incredible people and bands. The music I’m

“We are the later ones.” Who are these

benefits a record, or, was it coincidental?

making now is certainly much different than

“later ones”?

There’s definitely a wide range of sounds

what I did in Trailer Camp, but I mean, it has

“The Later Ones” is about a specific

(capital observation, Chad) and songs. I’ve

to be, right? Experience and time has to affect

generation. I wrote this song with the idea

discussed this with a few friends and it’s pretty

one’s creativity. In Trailer Camp I was a kid

that each generation has its own pace,

hard to place the album in a neat little category,

Creatures. I’m really proud of it.

Find Watchful
Creatures on
iTunes &
Bandcamp
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Sounds Fantastic: Experimental
& Unusual Instruments at Sound
Symposium BY LAUREN POWER
The ARC

Georgie Newman is a Common
Thread in the St. John’s Music Scene
BY ERIN POWER

been a long time
in the making.

There has been some

“I’ve always had a
great relationship

There is still
much more on the
horizon for Newman
this coming
year.

outstanding new music coming

with Gene Browne

out of this province over the

and I knew what

past year.

Levee]. He needed someone to help him out

he wanted to do [at The
with sound and then he let me use the place to

Emerging local talent Lady Brett Ashley, Allie

do some live off the floor recordings of some

Duff and the Happy Campers, Make Mean

bands.”

It’s tough to engage with the audience
when it looks like you’re checking
Facebook. That’s why Andrew Staniland
and Scott Stevenson built the ARC (or
attenuated ribbon controller). “Most
electronic instruments are user-facing
objects,” says Staniland. “I wanted
something that, first of all, pointed
outwards … something that was
interesting to watch.” The device is shaped
like a four-pointed star with concave sides,
and is about the size of a vinyl record. Dials
and faders are replaced by sensors that are
sensitive to touch, pressure, and motion.
Each sensor is assigned a sound file by the
artist, creating massive soundscapes of
varying pitch, tempo, and volume.

Everything, Waterfront Fire, Bridges, and
Nicer have wowed St. John’s audiences with

What started with the Daisy Cutters and then

recently released EPs. Green and Gold set the

Dodgeband quickly snowballed into ten other

local scene ablaze with their debut album The

projects. “The bands I record all know their

Body Knows, and yet not everyone knows that

own sound and they are all seasoned and

there is a common thread that runs through

unique individuals who have had their sum

these releases. His name is Georgie Newman.

of experiences, but what I can bring to them

WHERE TO FIND IT: Tour of the MUN
School of Music electronic music studio,
and discussion on the development of the
ARC on July 10 @ 10:00 AM. Staniland
and Stevenson will be in concert on July
11 @ 8:00 PM.

is that I know what they sound like live. I’ve
If you’ve spent a Friday or Saturday night

mixed them as many as half a dozen times

checking out the many live shows at The Levee,

just to see what they’re all about. It’s a really

then you’re familiar with this sound engineer

good asset to be able to do that. It’s all really

extraordinaire from his work as a sound guy for

natural, you know, natural synergy.”

live shows. But his passion for new talent and
new music hasn’t stopped there. Since January,

At the core of Newman’s work is maintaining

Newman has acted as a recording engineer,

transparency for the artists he is working

composer, videographer and producer for a

with. The recording is “a snapshot of a certain

substantial number of artistic projects around

location at a certain time with the artist ... so

the city. Aside from the numerous artists he

it’s not my vision and I actually get to see how

has recorded, he has had a part in the release

that person sees music and how they want

of over twenty live show videos, has performed

it to sound, and really get inside the heads of

as part of the alt-electro duo Georgie and JoMo

these creative people.”

(a project with music and life partner Joanne
Morgan), and has been composing a score for a

There is still much more on the horizon

soon to be released video game.

for Newman this coming year. Georgie is
currently working on the second of three

From sound design for theatre, a brief

planned EPs for Make Mean Everything. He

apprenticeship as an assistant engineer

is finishing work on Allie Duff’s sophomore

with Louis McDonald, and work in underwater

album, and is preparing to record his first

acoustics, Newman’s unique recording style has

death-metal album with To Shreds You Say?

The Kora
Not all musical discoveries are new.
The kora is an ancient African harp-like
instrument and dates back to the 16th
century. It is said that it was created by
“jinns” (genies) when a man wished for
the greatest instrument in the world. “In
the hands of a master, it’s one of the most
mesmerizing musical experiences one can
have,” says musician and world traveller
Curtis Andrews. Shaped like a lute, with
twenty-one strings passing over a high
bridge, the kora is played like a harp, with
the index fingers and thumbs of each hand,
creating layers of sound and rhythm. At
the Symposium, the kora will be played by
Boujou Badialy Cissoko of Senegal, who
will perform in concert with Andrews.

Andrews describes Cissoko as a “sweet
and humble human being with fingers of
fire and a voice that soars.” Plus: he knows
Snoop Dogg, personally.
WHERE TO FIND IT: Free workshop on
the kora and Africa’s Griot heritage on July
10 @ 1:30 PM.Boujou Badialy Cissoko will
be performing July 9 @ 11:00 PM at Quiet
Music, and July 11 @ 8:00 PM in concert.

Spectral Piano
The spectral piano is a device that allows
an acoustic piano to create dramatically
different sounds by ‘bowing’ the strings
with electromagnets, instead of just
striking it with a hammer. The augmented
piano remains fully acoustic, yet it’s able
to produce continuous sound (kind of like
a pipe organ), pitch bend, shimmer, and
plucked sounds.
WHERE TO SEE IT: Doug Blackley and
Andrew Czink will be giving a workshop,
featuring the spectral piano, on July 6 @
10:00 AM and July 7 @ 4:00 PM. They’ll be
in concert July 5 @ 7:00 PM.

The Medieval Organetto
The Medieval Organetto is held like an
accordion, looks like a baby church organ,
and sounds like the best Renaissance fair
ever. Canadian harpsichordist Katelyn
Clark, who specializes in historical
performance and experimental music on
early keyboards, will improvise a concert
performance using the instrument.
WHERE TO SEE IT: Katelyn Clark will
be in concert JULY 6 @ 8:00 PM - 10:00
PM, accompanied by sound artist Patrick
Dupuis on electronics.

Music
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Spin This.

LOCAL RECORD
REVIEWS

DOWNBEAT

UPBEAT

LOUD

Colours

Untitled EP

Pockethands

BY PET

BY

BY

BLEU

VET

POCKETHANDS

Who is Bleu? Not many people may know the answer to

Pet Vet have been creating a stir on the local music scene

Halfway through last year it became obvious that most music

that question right now, but after listening to the Colours

since they released The Palace Demos and began playing

journalists would agree that “pop punk” isn’t a dirty word

EP, I have a feeling that’s about to change. Bleu is the

live last year. The lads released their first EP this year,

anymore, with some going as far to declare it a “revival”

moniker under which nineteen year old songwriter and

which contains all four songs from the 2013 demo plus two

(although this implies it ever went away, which is a different

multi-instrumentalist Marcus McLaughlin has released his
first collection of solo material. While fronting St. John’s
psych-indie group Garden Riot, Marcus accumulated some
songs that didn’t quite fall into that niche. “I’ve had all these
songs floating around in my head and I finally decided to try
and make some of them tangible,” says Marcus, “There’s

fresh ones. Produced by Tyler Lovell and Justin Davis, and
beautifully mixed by Lovell, the EP showcases the band’s
signature fuzzed-out grooves and quirky time shifts.
The record comes blazing out of the gates with “Dig At You”
and “Tight Shoes,” a pair of powerhouse tracks that hint
at frontman Brandon Coaker’s love of the legendary local
band Trailer Camp. “Shake Up My Libido” is a polyrhythmic

discussion). This acceptance was heralded here at home by
the popularity of bands like Japandroids or Toronto’s Pup, who
recently made this year’s Polaris long list. If Mount Pearls’
Pockethands start touring their asses off they could stand to do
just as well on the promise of their new EP. They establish their
versatility right out of the gate with a nimble riff in “cool guys,

still a bunch more to come, which I’m slowly working on.”

roundabout of tom thudding and growling bass that calls to

forever!” before launching into a raucous punk rock banger.

Colours has an undeniable lo-fi charm, which comes from

mind traces of producer Tyler Lovell’s own projects such as

Standout track “Bike Ride” has a bridge that echoes the best

the fact that it was recorded using a USB mic his roommate

Thee Internet and Vicar. Perhaps inspired by the band’s city of

of 90’s Pacific Northwest bands, right down to the structural

had, “and the lowest-tier recording software.” Although the

origin, “A Mountain of Pearls” resembles a case study of the

complexity of the songwriting. Aside from being performed

recording quality adds an endearing texture, it’s the strength

suburban middle aged man as Coaker sings “Hey yo, looks

with the intensity of a thousand prodigal suns, this EP is tight

of the songs and melodies that have the strongest appeal.

like you made some money last year. Now you can pick up

without treading in needless meticulousness. The distorted

Stylistically, Bleu reminds me of what it might sound like if

all the pieces and make off all your fears. Take your kids to

bass rattle in “Bookman” for example adds just enough

Stephin Merritt started a band with Galaxie 500. There are

the park get’em in after dark ... Man sleeps on a mountain

looseness that you can enjoy this record without thinking it

of pearls.” Pet Vet takes a short detour into some slightly

was Protooled to death. There’s also a poignancy to the lyrics

definite elements of surf, dream pop, and a sprinkling of new
wave with airy vocals, dry drum sounds, ample ride cymbal
and jangly, reverb drenched guitars permeating every song.
All three songs on this EP are gems but “Familiar Faces”
features some lovely Beach Boys style backing vocals and
some fuzzy Pixies-esque lead guitar work which might make

Lynyrd Skynyrd-esque blues rock territory with the opening
bars of “Hang My Coat Up,” but it doesn’t take long before
the song morphs into a schizophrenic anthem for
the everyday office worker. Closing the EP with
the frantic punk turned shoe-gaze noise of
“Hockey Dads,” Pet Vet remind us why they

it my favourite right now, but that changes every time I listen

have generated such a buzz about town,

to the record. I can’t wait to hear what else Bleu has up his

they play music we love about things we can

sleeve. - DAMIAN LETHBRIDGE

relate to. - DAMIAN LETHBRIDGE

that belie their age, trading in capital-B “Big” questions about
death, perception of self, and a moral distress. Be sure to
see them live soon and embrace a side of yourself

Check out
theovercast.ca
ON THE RECORD
PLAYLIST THIS
CFA THURSDAYS
TELL US MORE

that maybe you forgot about. Though I gotta
say, it’s weird to talk about music that makes
you nostalgic when it’s being made by
people who are nearly a decade younger
than you. - RAJIV THAVANATHAN

Visual & Performance Arts
Matt Wright’s
Miraculous Birth
at the Heart of
His New Comedy
Album, Vasectomy
Baby

And now he’s releasing a comedy album that

BY CHAD PELLEY

hockey … [but] at the end of the day they’re a

9

highlights how, like Jesus, he is the product of
a miraculous birth and so we should heed his
wisdom, or at least his comedy.
His new album was recorded during this year’s
Olympics, and starts off segueing from topical
talk of the games into discourse on the World
Juniors, which are something Wright has a
hard time getting behind given the age of the
competitors. “Yeah, these guys are sweet at
bunch of younger guys that get a handjob and

P H O TO B Y J O E L U P S H A L L

If you’re attune to the local
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they’re excited instead of disappointed.”

comedy scene or not, you’ve

One quarter of the album – and the best

likely heard of Matt Wright

on Matt’s origins as an accidental baby, hence

material in the performance – is a reflection
the album’s title, Vasectomy Baby. As we
learn, Matt was born despite a deliberate

The jokes in this portion of the album are a

the Toyota Tundra just like you would!,”

of making it in the arts: Wright is showing up in

surgery meant to prevent him. As a result, his

reflection on how this might have affected how

Wright jokes that the upside of the truck

topical news spoofs, placing in competitions,

siblings had many years on him. “Keep in mind

he turned out. His sister taught him how to talk

being doomed is the airbag will be filled with

hosting notable events and sharing stages

that my siblings were in high school when I

to women for example: when they say hello,

marshmallows.

with notable names, writing films, and even

was growing up, and high school statistically

he was taught the polite response is big tits,

acting in them. He’s even the guy whose car

houses the worst people in the universe,” he

yum yum. His older brother took to putting

Matt does a good job playing off crowd

was totalled by a city garbage truck that lost

jokes, about how his formative years were

him in a dress and taking him out, and Wright

comments during the live recording as well,

control on an unploughed road this winter.

shaped by his crass high-school-aged siblings.

thinks on how this had a lasting effect, “I don’t

which demonstrates his naturally quick-witted

wear women’s clothes anymore, but I do like to

nature (a mandatory trait of the trade). Some

order salad and eat other people’s fries.”

crowd incorporation halfway through the

He’s funny, sure, but driven too, and that’s part

T H E PLANTAT ION

CRAFT STUDIOS
- QU I DI V I DI V I LLAgE-

performance was also a nice touch in ensuring
When his parents caught his siblings telling

everyone was still engaged. Likewise, once or

him he was a vasectomy baby, the father broke

twice he let the wrong word slip, as in saying

some news to all the kids, “Well, I have to be

“she laid my soup on the ground” as opposed

honest, you were all accidents.” The sister, for

to “table,” but played off his own word slips to

example, might not have been the vasectomy
baby, but she had her own cute-secret

his true nature as a comedian.

Of being a vasectomy baby, he jokes that

Part of Wright’s charm is his goofy laugh he

be trumped by the very first thing he ever did:
beat the one in a million odds of “getting out
of my dad’s dick in the first place.” When your
birth is a miracle, any other accomplishment

COME. SEE. SHOP.
QVVPlantatiOn.COM

Such displays of impromptu humour speak to

nickname: the crème du menthe baby.

anything he can accomplish in life will always

Come see Newfoundland’s finest emerging artisans at work and
take home handmade one of a kind textiles, jewellery, woodcut
prints, apparel, weaving, ceramics and more. Minutes from
downtown St. John’s in the heart of Quidi Vidi Village.

crack some of the best jokes on the album.

can’t stack up.
Other bits of the performance rip apart modern
conventions the way only humour can, in

lets out as a natural punctuation to break up
jokes. And he does a great job circling back to
previous jokes for added humour and cohesion
of the forty-minute performance. If there is
a joke on the album that misses the mark,
you’ll be laughing too frequently to notice. Not
even a vasectomy could stop this force of local
comedy. If you haven’t caught him yet, catch
him July 3-5 at Yuk Yuk’s.

exposing their absurdity. Self-aggrandizing
resumes, for example, and the dishonesty of
a job interview form another highlight reel

Matt’s new comedy album,

in the forty-minute routine. TV commercials

Vasectomy Baby is available through

don’t escape the scrutiny either. In hearing

his website: mattwrightcomedy.com

the Toyota Tundra’s opening line of “We built

10
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SUMMER 2014

FAMILY PROGRAMS
From July 1 to August 29, 2014, 2 – 4 pm
Every afternoon from 2 – 4pm at The Rooms we have something for your family to do.
Drop by and see what the fun is about as you learn, explore and create together as a family.
Mondays – IMAGES OF THE NORTH
Landscapes, animals, snow houses and northern lights are iconic images
often associated with Sir Wilfred Grenfell’s Mission. Create a print or
postcard all about Newfoundland and Labrador.
Tuesdays –

PRINTMAKING

Create your own original pieces of art in this hands-on, drop-in workshop
geared for every member of the family and come back to learn different
printmaking techniques throughout the summer.
Wednesdays – PANSIES

FOR THE WAR EFFORT

To raise funds for the First World War, children sold pansies in the streets
of St. John’s. Come make your own bouquet of pansies and dedicate them
to your hero.
Thursdays – BUILDING A VILLAGE
Come in and make a house of your own. Using simple materials, you can
personalize your house to define what community means to you.
Take your house with you or add it to our village.
Fridays – MAKE YOUR

OWN FISH

All sorts of sea creatures call the waters of Newfoundland
and Labrador home. Join us to create your own fish friend
while learning more about ocean life.

YOUTH ART WORKSHOPS
July 7 to 11, 1:30 – 4:30pm

PUT IT IN PRINT
Explore the wide world of printmaking in this hands-on artful
afternoon camp. Participants will create their own original artworks
using multiple printmaking techniques, including mono-printing,
calligraphic printmaking and linocut printing. Participants will also
have the opportunity to tour our permanent collection and discuss
the work of printmakers such as Christopher Pratt,
David Blackwood and Rockwell Kent.
July 28 to August 1, 1:30 – 4:30pm

MIXED MEDIA SCULPTURES
Explore different ways of creating sculptures. Using a variety
of techniques, participants will discover ways to join materials
together, including hand sewing, paper and glue, wire and string.
Learn about installation art, elements of design and the role of
artists in society.
Youth Art Workshops are suitable for creative kids going into
Grades 7 to 9 (12 – 15 years old). Cost for each workshop
is $100 per participant (10% off for Rooms Members) and
includes all materials. To register for the workshops visit the
Visitor Services desk or call 757-8090.

Programs included with the cost of admission

to colour

outside the lines!

www.therooms.ca | 757.8000 | 9 Bonaventure Ave. | St. John’s, NL

Visual & Performance Arts
Structure and
Randomness:
Current Works by
Philippa Jones
BY MARTIN POOLE

Philippa Jones has been
practicing art in Newfoundland
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by seeking it. Mountains in this series appear

Dreamworlds), Jones created a framework

crystallized and sometimes sparsely coloured;

for dream mapping. Participation includes

opposing the bilious and sporadic colours

sending a written detail of the dream and the

of the sky, which brings our attention to the

location of where it was experienced. Beneath

geometric detail by virtue of its aesthetically

the guise of MIRIAD (Ministry for Intuitive

negative quality. Similarly, trees and plants

Research in Imagined and Actual Discoveries)

are laden with bulbous colors which coincide

Jones is mapping the location of these dreams

with the inherent geometry motif, and regards

and identifying specific chromatic and emotive

life as also subsumed beneath a calculated

elements. The eventual goal is to regulate

design, as a composition of ordered parts.  

whether outside forces are a determining
factor for the unconscious mind. Through

Landscape Illuminated reveals our ability

the process of mapping the symbolic flux of

to construct ideas of nature, allowing us

dreams, Jones has given dreams a tangible

to perceive a sense of order by systematic

presence in our waking reality; a connection

techniques within the discipline

determinations. However, an issue that

between our dream state and the outside world

of visual art.

this work addresses is whether there is

which extends beyond our common notions

a systematic order of nature without our

of why we dream. Jones is also actively taking

since 2009, and has been
well recognized for various

Her 2013 work Landscape Illuminated

believing it so. One can consider a mountain

reveals our ability to see patterns within

face as randomly formed, or constructed by

C O U R T E S Y O F T H E C H R I S T I N A PA R K E R G A L L E R Y

part by producing mixed media paintings
according to the dream descriptions.

nature by our own construction, while her

a group of geometric shapes. Likewise, an

that shows that we witness (by our senses)

Dreamworld Mapping is a mixture of art

individual can be regarded as a living body

only mere surfaces, while our intuition

Jones’ work can be seen at the Christina

and scientific analysis.  

with a soul and not a grouping of organs,

extends into the supersensory.

Parker Gallery. Participation in the
Dreamworld map is ongoing until early-mid

bones, and nerves. It seems then that our
Jones’ series Landscape Illuminated portrays

senses offer us a self-imposed virtual reality

Jones’ artwork also verges on the

July. To complete the dream survey, MIRIAD

our perception of nature: a revelation of a

which blankets a vast reality, and it is Jones’

investigative. In 2013, as part of the Eastern

can be found here: themiriad.wordpress.

natural design which one can recognize only

exploration of the underbelly of our perception

Edge Art Marathon (which was themed

com/2013-dreamworld-mapping/

Homecoming:
Filmmaker Stephen
Dunn on life, movies,
and Newfoundland

says Dunn. “You never realize how good you

that looks more like something from his

have it until you don’t have it anymore.”

own history. “I want to be fair to the place

Stephen’s films have won more

where I grew up — for it to be depicted

than a dozen awards, check some

“I think every teenager wants to get the

in the way that I know it,” says Dunn.

of them out at stephendunn.ca

hell out of their hometown, but once they

“Something that’s about teenagers, and

leave, they realize the special, important

about life in the city.”

BY LAUREN POWER

things that we’re familiar with, like having

At 25, director Stephen Dunn
has screened a film at Cannes,
gotten a nod from Roger Ebert,

majority of the cast and crew will be hired

a beautiful landscape, and being able to

Along with the familiar, Dunn also takes

go for hikes, and being near the ocean,

a dip into the strange and fantastic. “For

in that I’m also really excited to show

and having a great community of artists

Closet Monster, I’m definitely referencing

around — like the producers from away

at your fingertips,” says Dunn. “I moved to

Cronenberg body horror, but the film is

and my cinematographer — and taking
them out to, like, The Inne of Olde. I want

locally, there’s those few that we’re bringing

Toronto, and I found myself missing all of

essentially a coming-of-age drama with

and studied film at Ryerson

these things. I just knew immediately that

light comedy, so it’s also Spike Jonez and

to show them the landscape … We live in

and the Canadian Film Centre.

once I finished my studies and got on my

Michel Gondry, with their sense of magic

such a unique part of the country, and some

feet here, I wanted to come home to film

realism,” says Dunn. “They’re directors

people don’t realize how vast and dramatic it

This summer, Dunn will be returning

my feature, because there’s no place in the

that fuse comedy and drama to create

actually is,” says Dunn. “It’s like with this film.

home to film his first feature-length film.

world like Newfoundland.”

lighthearted but dark situations for the

I’m really excited to show the rest of the world

characters, and some flexibility with reality.

what the city is like, and what it’s like for a
young person to grow up in it.”

The film, Closet Monster, tells the story
of a young man’s struggle to break away

For the new project, Dunn made the

Those elements of fantasy have always

from his toxic family and come to terms

decision to step away from traditional

been really important to me.”

with his burgeoning sexuality. “It was

images of Newfoundland, like the ones

really important for me to come back to

seen in the technicolor tourism ads and on

With shooting scheduled for July, Dunn is

Media and Best Boy Entertainment, films

Newfoundland to film my first feature,”

The Republic of Doyle — and do something

busy assembling his team. “Though the

this summer in St. John’s.

Closet Monster, a co-production of Rhombus
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at each other over their drinks. The

She ate chocolate-covered strawberries for

THIS MONTH’S OVERCAST SHORT

awkwardness of the situation makes her

supper until September. There was something

scramble for the straw. So much damage has

about the decadence of them that helped her

Medias Res

been done at this point. He has already taken

make it to the end of the day. They arranged a

her to the clinic, didn’t answer his phone until

bike ride to Leslie Spit. “I forgot how beautiful

it was over, and returned bringing a lucky

you are,” he said when he walked up to her in

bamboo plant and a latte. He has already

the bookstore where they arranged to meet.

BY K POWER

gone back to the ex and the kids for the

She brought him home but he wouldn’t stay

cottage weekend where he was conveniently

the night. She watched the ferry until it docked

out of cell phone range for days. They still

on the other side of the lake.

Insight might begin when she

embarrassments or the shared downtown

finds herself explaining to a group

survival stories of the twenty-something

of new women friends as they sit
around a kitchen table in suburbia
that she dated an older man based

years when you find yourself falling down a
flight of carpeted stairs at a non-descript bar
as a friend sits on the top stair and laughs
while sipping her white Russian. “I can see

solely on the fact that he liked

your underwear,” she will shout. The friend

Wilco, had thick wavy shampoo-

who is present as your blood vessels burst

commercial hair, and a home in

from throwing up after a night of drinking

The Beaches area of Toronto with
a pool. Those factors add up to

is the friend who is there forever, even if in
changing capacities.

sleep together but he is meaner with it.
Her fingers grip the glass. She imagines it

It is still not over.

shattering into tiny shards and becoming
suspended in the air as he speaks. There is a

Because. And this is what she wants to tell

steeple of lush trees obscuring a dusk-filled

the new friends as she watches the prismatic

sky; everything is saturated with green

qualities of their faces flickering as they

syrupy chlorophyll and pollen perfume.

become more and more animated with wine

They are on the cusp of wilting. It is a fine

and the enthusiasm of shared revelations.

line: to soak in love or to sink in it. His is
drooping like a top heavy tulip, vulnerable

Once something like that happens, a woman

with his shoulders rounded.

begins to contemplate the forty-eight year-old
Wilco lover. Not because she’s desperate, or

He is ready with a seemingly practiced list:

has poor judgment. Well, okay maybe a little.

her shoulders are wide and her hair is fine, he

But there was also the NGO world-saver,

miracle status when you are in

The kitchen women move on to talk about

your mid-thirties, still single, and

how many men they have each slept with.

living in Toronto.

They discover they are all rounding down.

never really liked her style, why did she wear

She digs herself in deeper with the new

She wishes she had started her story with the

same question, crosses his legs and leans

friends by explaining she pulled the plug only

most right person for her she has ever met. If

after his excessive use of smiley faces in

someone examines her skeleton in a

emails, and the fact that when he took off his

hundred years, and completes

clothes and laid next to her, his skin smelled

a bone dissection in a lab,

musty, like grandmother perfume, or the

they will find his dead love

folds of a baby’s neck, or an old bathing suit

in there. The pathology

left in the laundry basket for a few days. There

and trauma went inside-

should also be a rule about sleeping with a

blossomed not in tumours,

new person in the middle of the day at her

but roped around her

age, she thinks.

marrow.

the way he blows his nose in

Some men can pull off a musty smell but they

This afternoon is still running

his scalp smells. She loves his

are generally not great datable candidates in

through her:

shirts with puffy shoulders? He asks her the
in, rubs his hands, but she pathetically still
thinks he’s perfect. She is holding the glass
so tightly her hand loses feeling. The
muscles under her ribs are tired.

Everyone is
given an equal
chance to win or
lose her.

She tries to see him as
a stranger might: the
constellation of freckles on his
right cheek, his crooked teeth,

the born-again Christian, the old flame from
high school, the visiting friend of a friend, and
shamefully, the married co-worker.
She came across the most right person for
her and it blew up in a glorious, ravenous
burning bonfire of destruction. She has
become neither hopeful nor hopeless.
Now she is resigned.
Everyone is given an equal chance
to win or lose her.

one big goosey honk, the way
K Power lives and writes in St. John’s.

him but she already has bystander mentality

her experience. They are usually writers or in a
band and even their dark hairy armpits are hot.

architecture. That’s what she wants to say to

They are walking down Queen Street in a

and she won’t be able to get rid of it for years.

chamber of humidity and despair. The heat is

She lost the ability to change anything.

Submit your
short stories!

When she finally uttered the well-worn cliché,

coming up from the sidewalk in waves. The

“let’s be friends,” and didn’t really mean it,

air has a pulse. Her feet are red and bloated

For the entire summer after they broke up

the older man followed up with a two page

and sticking to her sandals. She asks him

she walked along the piers of Toronto Island

We publish one a month and pay $75.

outpouring. The email subject line read: a

if there is anything he would change about

hoping something would emerge, hatch,

All submissions will also be eligible

memorandum of understanding.

her. Some wiser individuals, who are also

crack open, live or die. All she saw was a

for the $10,000 Journey Prize. Stories

probably happily married, know better than to

dead pig floating by, swathes of insects

must be less than 1,800 words, and

ever ask this type of question.

hovering above the water like strands of hair,

previously unpublished.

and party boats with Christmas lights and

submissions@theovercast.ca

She thinks new female friendships are
chemically fragile by composition. They don’t
have the robustness of enduring high school

They end up on the rooftop patio staring

thumping music.
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were working together
for many years and

Mark McCrowe
Cookbook Serves
Up a New Perspective
on Newfoundland
Cuisine

BY KERRI CULL

If a friend called you up and
asked you to come over for a
Humphy Dumphy, some Mudder’s
Pickles, or The Jam Jam, you

P H O TO B Y J O E L U P S H A L L

became great friends.

photography by Sasha Okshevsky on high
gloss paper. A reflection of McCrowe’s own
personal style, and comforting dishes with a
refined twist, Island Kitchen takes simple food
and makes it memorable.
McCrowe, owner of Aqua and The Club,

A new
cookbook from
the owner of
Aqua &
The Club

13

recipes like cod tongues and seafood chowder
and adds unexpected, delicious twists. “My
favourite recipe in the book is one of the

With Okshevsky’s eye for

simplest. It’s the pan fried trout over open

photography and their history together, the

campfire with scrunchions, lemon, and caper

book seemed like a natural project to take on

brown butter sauce. It’s one of those things

together. “Sasha and I have had many chats

that needs no frills just super fresh fish and a

over drinks about things we wanted to do and

little technique. So good.”

ideas that would make a nice book. We were
lucky enough to get a meeting with the great

While McCrowe makes good food look easy,

team at Creative Book Publishing and after

he’s had his share of culinary flops. Experience

sharing our ideas over a few meetings, Island

with various foods is “all part of learning to

Kitchen was born. And God love them for

cook”, says McCrowe. “I’ve cooked with a lot of

letting us do exactly as we envisioned. They

odd ingredients throughout my career and have

really exceeded our expectations.”

definitely biffed a lot of dishes ... the oddest
flop would have to be cooking a geoduck clam

The publication, however, is not the main

for the first time while in British Columbia.

source of pride for McCrowe. It comes

If you’ve never seen one, they can be quite

from getting to “share with the world the

intimidating and even somewhat phallic.”

and a previous Chopped Canada winner,

great products and food that come out of

says writing his own cookbook has been

were talking about recipes from

Newfoundland. It’s a special place and needs

You won’t find any version of McCrowe’s

worthwhile, and he’s always looking forward

to be celebrated as much as possible.” The

geoduck miss in Island Kitchen, but you will

Mark McCrowe’s new cookbook.

to what’s around the corner in a profession

recipes in the book are very close to

find many familiar Newfoundland staples

that is “full of opportunity and surprises.” This

McCrowe’s heart. Some were inspired by

such as seal, moose, cod, and salt meat. It’s

Island Kitchen: An Ode to Newfoundland

book, however, did not come about quickly.

dishes he currently serves at his restaurants,

a wholly original Newfoundland cookbook

highlights various traditional recipes with a

The idea was nurtured over a long friendship.

and they represent a new perspective on

that celebrates our food history, unique

modern edge complete with cover-to-cover

McCrowe and fellow chef Sasha Okshevksy

Newfoundland cuisine. He takes traditional

perspective, and evocative culture.

probably wouldn’t guess they

Ed Kavanagh
Nominated for One
of the Country’s
Biggest Purses
Since the award’s inception
in 1991, 50% of books that

second award nomination this season for

Newfoundland Authors
Who Have Won This Award

his new collection of short stories, Strays.
Strays was also nominated for this year’s
NL Book Award for fiction, alongside

Russell Wangersky (Whirl Away, 2013)

Russell Wangersky’s Whirl Away and Lisa
Moore’s Caught. Fine company. He’s joined

Kathleen Winter (Annabel, 2011)

on this year’s Thomas Raddall shortlist by

Donna Morrisey (Sylvanus Now, 2006)

Shashi Bhat (The Family Took Shape) and
William Kowalski (The Hundred Hearts).

Ed Riche (The Nine Planets, 2005)

have won the Thomas

Ed’s no stranger to literary awards. His
stories, essays, dramatic scripts, and

Kenneth J. Harvey (The Town That Forgot

Raddall Atlantic Fiction
Award have been written by

How to Breathe, 2004)

poetry have earned a whopping fourteen
NL Arts & Letters awards, and his

To quote this year’s NLBA jury, “It’s clear

Donna Morrisey (Downhill Chance, 2003)

novel, The Confessions of Nipper Mooney,

that these stories are the product of many
years’ loving craftsmanship. Kavanagh’s

Michael Crummey (River Thieves, 2002)

won the NL Book Award for Fiction, was a
finalist for the Winterset Award, and was

prose is beautiful and lucid without calling

The Thomas Raddall Award is given to an

also nominated for the International IMPAC

undue attention to itself; he writes with a

Atlantic Canadian author for the best work

Dublin Literary Award.

clarity that lets character and setting shine

Newfoundlanders. Not too
shabby.

of fiction released in the previous year. It

through the words.”

Wayne Johnston (The Colony of Unrequited
Dreams, 1999)
M.T Dohaney (A Mariage of Masks, 1996)
Bernice Morgan (Waiting for Time, 1995)

comes with a $25,000 cheque, making

It’s worth noting that Ed is also a musician,

it one of the most illustrious Canadian

a harp player to be precise, because there

Strays, as the title implies, “features

John Steffler (The Afterlife of George

is much attention to the cadence and flow

ten memorable stories that explore

Cartwright, 1993)

of his writing, which is to say there’s a

the lives of those who somehow find

commendable musicality to his writing.

themselves adrift.”

literary awards.
For local author Ed Kavanagh, it’s the

Wayne Johnston (The Divine Ryans, 1991)
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A Book of
Borrowed Words:
Mary Dalton’s Book
of Mash-up Poetry
is up for the J.M.
Abraham Poetry
Award

in particular. It is fitting then, that her aptly

she thought to create a collage poem, and found

titled new book of poetry, Hooking, makes

she liked the notion of mash-up poetry.

use of her impressive mental vault of great

“I thought of these pieces as collage poems,”

Fusing the lines of brilliant poetic minds, as

poets. Hooking is a book of centos, and a cento,

she says, “and was making them before I

you would expect, certainly created one of

traditionally, is a poem in which an author

discovered the existence of the ancient cento

2013’s finest Canadian poetry offerings. It made

weaves together passages from a variety of

form. I enjoyed making them in part because

best-of lists from both the Globe and Mail and

another poet’s poems in order to create a new

they were a challenge. Original centos were

CBC, and The National Post named it one of the

poem. In Hooking, Dalton both expanded on and

passages woven together, not lines; that is one

year’s most anticipated collections. Some of

honed this form poetry. In her own spin on the

way mine are variations.”

these centos were included in the coveted Best

cento form, she decided that the lines would all

each line was lifted from.

Canadian Poetry in English anthology.

have to come from the same line in every poem

One clear challenge in writing modified centos

they were lifted from, and each line would be

like Dalton’s, is achieving a clear and coherent

Hooking is an engaging book of borrowed

from a different poet. For example, her poem

flow from line to line, given that her lines are

words; words that Dalton has made her own

“A Line of Blue” is composed exclusively from

lifted from the minds of many different poets,

through recontextualizing them alongside the

the sixth lines in poems by poets like Atwood,

ruminating on many different subjects, from

words of others, and filtering them through her

The J.M. Abraham Poetry
Award – formerly known as the
Atlantic Poetry Prize – honours
the best book of poetry by an
Atlantic Canadian released in

Ondaatje, P.K Page, and Alden Nowlan.

many different decades and countries. The fact

own vision for a poem. More importantly than all

Dalton achieves not only coherent flow, but

that: Mary Dalton has just created a new form of

There’s a good chance CanLit throws around

sharply rendered, striking poetry is a testament

poetry. An exciting one. How often does a poet

the term “unique concept” too liberally, because

to her skills as a poet. As well, creating a collage

do such a thing? Calling this a book of centos

to call Dalton’s daunting task here a “unique

of poetic thought may create a whole more

isn’t doing it justice: Dalton came up with the

concept” hardly does it justice. This is quite

nuanced than perhaps one voice is capable of?

idea of poetic collage independently, and her

the previous year.

likely, or at least very nearly, an unprecedented

To quote Jared Bland’s plug of this book in

take on the cento form is different enough to be

work of poetry, and a great one at that.

the Globe and Mail, these poems “make an

dubbed its own thing: Daltos perhaps? Daltonos.

Mary Dalton is among Canada’s great literary

Interestingly enough, Mary was drawn to the

eloquent argument for the idea that all poems

scholars and poets — she’s a true walking

idea before she knew of the form. When asked

exist in relation to other poetry.” The book

Pick up a copy, support this innovative new form

encyclopaedia of Canadian and Irish literature

to contribute to ARC’s 30 anniversary issue,

comes with a source list, so you can learn where

of poetry, and learn of some new poets.

BY CHAD PELLEY

th

than I imagined …
I feel so inspired.

Piper’s Frith:
Writing at Kilmory Resort
October 20-25, 2014
Join mentors Don McKay, Jessica Grant
& Gerard Collins for workshops and
individual explorations of your creative
work. Social evenings and a spectacular setting amidst the wildness of
Newfoundland’s Burin Peninsula
enhance this intense experience.
The cost of $738 (Cdn) includes all
program fees, meals, five nights’
accommodations and events.

Learn more/apply by August 20:
www.literaryartsnl.com
The Literary Arts Foundation is grateful for
support from Piper’s Department Stores, the
Newfoundland and Labrador Credit Union,
Newfoundland and Labrador Arts Council, the
Newfoundland & Labrador Teachers’ Association
and the Government of Newfoundland Labrador’s
Cultural Economic Development Program.

Letterpress-printed and fine trade books
featuring work by some of the province’s
most distinctive writers

Visit our printshop on Cove Road in Tors Cove
Thursday - Sunday throughout the summer

Drop by the Cove on August 2 nd
as RTG joins with BallyCatter Crafts
and the Five Island Art Gallery
to mark the 314 th anniversary of astronomer
Edmond Halley’s arrival in Tors Cove
with poetry, crafts and more

www.runningthegoat.com

Broadcasts
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COMMUNITY POLL RESULTS

Republic of Doyle has officially

Check our website’s
sidebar buttons to
contribute to each
monthly poll

announced their new season will be
their last. How do you feel about that
announcement and the show itself?
RANDOMLY SELECTED RESPONSES
“I enjoy the buzz it creates around town when
filming. Was on an episode myself. Writing was
improving, sometimes decent. Would be good to
see a new comedy/wisdom show set in outports.
Perhaps a community nurse who can charm warts
away, and bleeding to stop, and who plays the
accordion, reads cards, tells comedic fortunes, cuts
around on a quad/snowmachine/boat as required.
Doesn’t know what an Order of Canada looks like,
and drinks tea from an old, white mug.” – G.A.N
“Great show, what I will miss most is the awesome
way they showcased our city, anyone who
watched an episode would want to come visit.” –
ELIZABETH
“I am of two minds. I absolutely hated the show
itself; I felt it was poorly written. However, I felt
the series (at the beginning at least) had potential

15% OFF
UNTIL
JULY 31

to show off the beautiful city (which it did well, I
admit), and showcase some of the province’s great
talent. But instead, it became a government funded
pain in the ass: short, if any, notice of streets
being closed for filming, a shameful portrayal of
many aspects of our culture. But my biggest issue
with the show was the fact government poured
money into its budget, instead of more pressing
matters such as education, the judicial system,
care of the roads, etc. I agree wholeheartedly that
governments should invest in the arts, but take
care of problems first.” – CEE GREEN
“As long as there’s another local show about to
emerge wherein a very hot man needs to take his
shirt off all the time.” – BOW-CHECKA-WOW
“I think it’s time to go, I don’t love or hate the
show, it’s not my cup of tea, I watched it and gave
it a chance, but it never stuck with me, I’m not a
hater by any stretch, it’s hard not to feel a little

proud that a local show was on the air for a few
years. The fact they were able to get 6 seasons on
CBC is a great accomplishment these days too, and
I think leaving when you’re ahead will look good
in the long run, and the team can get working on
some new projects. Over all, despite any parts of
the show I didn’t care for, I think it did some great
things for St. John’s, gave a lot of local film people
work or training, and showed off the unique
character of St. John’s.” – JOHN
“Say what you want about the show, but we all
know you secretly love it, if only for absolutely and
truly strengthening the local film industry. Kudos
to all involved, and thank you so, so much.” - PS
“Sorry to see the local arts community lose the
employment. Hopefully another big production
will come to Newfoundland very soon. However,
the CBC can’t be taken for granted, some people
have been working really hard to destroy the
CBC in recent years. So here’s a real question:
given the success of Doyle, can a strong case be
made that private industry could make profitable
television here? I wasn’t much into the show itself,
lost interest after maybe the first half of the first
season. I suppose there’s stuff to like about it
besides Jake Doyle’s ass, but I could never tell from
its fan base.” – C.H. MONSTER
“I like a show with a sense of humour about its
own limitations. Doyle always had that, and a bit
more besides. Plus, watching JTH go from badass
to set joke over the course of a season was a
guilty pleasure. Thanks for all willingly taking your

local-celebrity-selves down a peg each season just
to entertain us. ROD has proved conclusively that
there is simply nothing wrong with a hot shirtless
man and a punch in the face. You were good clean
fun, and I’m glad I knew ye.” – EMILY
“Doyle and the crew had a good run, but as
Ponyboy recited, “nothing gold can stay.” The show
was cute, and generally well received, albeit like
any caricature of a culture, it did seem to get a
little stale over the years. Congrats to the cast and
crew on a fantastic production nonetheless. It’s
inspiring to see such a thing come here, and local
stars get due recognition. On to the next thing,
and let this just be motivation for the St. John’s
arts community, maybe it’s about time another
crew of talented folk steal the spotlight for a few
years.” – JAKE (THE SNAKE)
“It was always a blast just to see who was going
to make a guest appearance in an episode, or
where scenes would be shot. It was something to
be proud of in that way because how many other
cities can recognize every guest and setting? And
what a wonderful employer of so many people.
Anyone who whines about how much money
government dumped into the show needs to
recognize that Doyle was an employer, a good
one, and a means to foster what could be a
money-making industry here: film.” – REDHEAD
“Wasn’t an avid follower of the show but it was
great for tourism; it even played in the United
Kingdom. Also too bad for all the jobs it created in
film here which are so rare to find.” –DAVID
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Botanica Turmeric
Liquid Phytocaps
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·

Potent liquid extract of Turmeric root promotes
a healthy inflammatory response and supports
heart, joint, & liver function
With added Black Pepper extract, Botanica
Turmeric has increased absorption and
bioavailability, allowing your body to utilize it
more efficiently.
Delivered in an easily digestible,
fast-dissolving, vegetarian capsule.

16 Stavanger Drive • 726-0254
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The Pantry Good Food for a Great Cause

All proceeds
from The Pantry
benefit local
families affected
by autism

The Pantry is located at

exhausting disorder for parents to cope with.

well. There is also some striking art on display

gourmet sandwich platters, but pulled pork is

The Autism Society of

The Autism Society is an invaluable resource

at The Pantry, created by a client of ASNL.

everyone’s favourite, including mine!”

autism. Their programs and services range

The food is as good as the cause. Sample menu

The Pantry is available for catered staff

from therapeutic recreation, to supported

items include an eggplant & zucchini melt,

meetings, events, conferences, small wedding

employment, to social clubs, and general

creamy garlic & lemon feta salad, pan-seared

receptions ... you name the location and

monthly support group meetings.

scallop cakes with balsamic aioli, fishcakes

they’ll deliver the goods. Alternatively, you can

with Mt. Scio savoury & blueberry aioli, smoked

use their wonderful space, overlooking Pippy

Newfoundland and Labrador,
and all profits from The
Pantry go to support the many

for hundreds of local families affected by

programs and services of ASNL.
All proceeds from The Pantry’s truly delicious

gouda and russet potato au gratin, banana bread

Park. As Scott says, “The Pantry Cafe is a cozy,

Autism is becoming a common disorder in

menu not only help The Autism Society of NL

French toast, and many more mouthwatering

warm and inviting place to dine.” It truly is. The

Canadian children, and the cause for this

continue their programs and services, they’re

delights. That’s just the brunch/lunch menu, and,

restaurant is surrounded by lush trees, and

reality is unknown. According to The Autism

also helping ASNL expand on their resources

its fabulous fare changes daily.

the tranquility of the stream that runs through

Canada Foundation, 1 in 68 Canadian children

for local families. “Program reviews are

are now being diagnosed as autistic by age 4

currently underway in supported employment,

The Pantry is also a top-notch catering

resort: the only thing happening in sight of the

or 5. There is no cure. There is only the relief

outreach, and connections,” says executive

service. Their catering menu is online, and

building is the crew of staff at work outside on

that an institute like ASNL can provide.

director Scott Crocker, “with the goal being

full of great options like chorizo empanadas,

The Pantry’s garden and greenhouse. It’s the

better delivery, more effectiveness, and more

steamed pork dumplings, and lamb lollipops

perfect place for any kind of event to feel like a

efficiencies in what we do.”

with tzatziki, as well as classic crowd pleasers

little getaway, packaged with the convenience

like bacon-wrapped scallops and chocolate-

of being in the centre of the city.

While symptoms vary greatly from mild to
severe, people suffering from autism may

the property. It’s almost like its own little

have difficulty relating to or communicating

The idea of tying a service to a cause to raise

covered strawberries or one-pot dishes like

with others, and often display repetitive

funds is fabulous. Crocker says The Pantry

Guiness-brasied stew or mac’n’cheese. But

You can find all details on their catering menu

behaviours (such as needing any objects in

was started as a social enterprise to increase

Scott says the pulled pork sliders are the

and operations here: autism.nf.net/pantry.

front of them to be meticulously arranged in a

their efforts and visibility in the community,

most popular item on the catering menu.

Alternatively, give them a call: 722-8200.

certain way) or obsessive routines. For many

and that The Pantry now provides supported

“Some of our more popular items are the

Their platters include a speciality cheese

local families, it can be a heartbreaking or

employment experiences for clients now as

pulled pork sliders, charcuterie platters, and

tray composed of “the best artisan cheese

PHOTO BY JOEL UPSHALL
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Local Craft | Art | Books | Music | Souvenirs
For 30 years proceeds from the
Heritage Shops have supported many
events, projects and landmarks that
are enjoyed by thousands of people
each year. The Signal Hill Tattoo, the
Cape Spear lighthouse, Hawthorne
Cottage, and the Heritage Fairs
are among just a few.
We are keeping our stories alive!
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EXPLORE IN
YOUR OWN
BACKYARD

220 Water Street

709-579-4453

Nine locations province wide!
For store locations & more info on us visit www.historicsites.ca
www.facebook.com/HistoricSitesNL Twitter: @historicsitesNL

www.theoutfitters.nf.ca
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available in Newfoundland, Canada, and

Health Sciences complex sees hundreds and

around the world!” Their charcuterie platter

hundreds of visitors, including each and

is full of house-made prosciutto, pate, and

every one of us a few times a year, so, keep

salami, with their own pickled veggies.

The Pantry in mind next time you’ve had

Much of the produce in their dishes comes

to fast for bloodwork or visit a loved one

from their very own vegetable garden. Their

at the Health Sciences. “The Pantry Cafe is

seafood platter is composed of crab clusters,

supported by many who work at the Health

shrimp with romoulade, local-beer marinated

Sciences Center and Memorial University,”

mussels, and smoked salmon topped with

Crocker says, “and also by many visitors to

their very own smoked salmon dip.

both these places.

Their entrée menu includes options like a
chicken breast stuffed with a wild blueberry
coulis; rosemary-and-garlic marinated rack
of lamb; a beef tenderloin in a blueberry,
horseradish, and port reduction with a parsnip
puree; prosciutto-wrapped cod; or a blueberry,
walnut, brie, and dijon stuffed pork tenderloin.
Getting back to their delicious, in-house
lunch/brunch menu, their location behind the
Health Sciences centre might seem a little off
the beaten path, but it’s well worth the drive,
for both the food and view of Pippy Park. The
location does have its perks: every day the

The Pantry is a
brunch-lovers haven:
they’re open MondayFriday from 9-3, and
Saturdays from 10-2.
70 Clinch Crescent

Avalon
Homeopathy
Enhancing &
Maintaining Health
Tara Jensen
Registered Homeopath
DCHM, RHom, DCSHom

753-0155

•

6/18/14 2:46 PM

• Only fully accredited Classical
Homeopath in St. John’s
• Can be used as a compliment
to conventional treatments
• Truly holistic and individual
approach for patients of all ages
• Treating disease at the source
for permanent and complete results
• Works in harmony with
your immune system
• All natural remedies, no chemicals
or side-effects

avalon-homeopathy.appspot.com

IN AVALON LASER HEALTH (12 GLENEYERE STREET)
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Pink Eye Print Company: A Local Source for
Eye-popping Screenprinting, Publishing, & Design

Check out
pinkeyeprints
.com

St. John’s based Pink Eye Print

As is the case with most entrepreneurs, they

figured we knew enough musicians to get at

size vinyl and CD jackets, hoodies, tank tops …

Company is relatively new to be

found that working for another company

least a handful of jobs silkscreening t-shirts,

if you can think of it, we’ve probably made it.

cramped their style and creative flair. “We

and the process couldn’t be that hard to figure

wanted the freedom to choose what projects

out. We were wrong about how hard it’d be,

What made you decide to get into printing

we took on. We wanted to be able to play,

but we were right about the demand for it. That

books and zines for people, in addition to

and create things that interested us. There’s

was about four years ago.

T-shirts, posters, etc?

so popular, which can only mean
one thing: they’re filling a void
and they’re filling it well.

a degree of flexibility and independence when

The turning point was when Jessica came

Whether you need T-shirts for your merch table

you’re in charge that isn’t necessarily there

What was your first project, and

across an interview with a silkscreen studio

or cafe staff, posters for your next play, locally

when you’re working on someone else’s dime.

who was it for?

in Berlin called Bongoût. It really opened our

made business cards, or a catching way to

I don’t think any of the exciting things we’re

Our first paid job was printing fifty t-shirts

eyes as to what we could do with paper, and we

“un-traditionally” publish your book, Pink Eye

doing these days would have happened if we

for the Peter Easton Pub, and our first job

started experimenting. We released the first

has proven itself more than capable of a quality

were just showing up to collect a paycheque.”

for a band came a few weeks later, when we

issue of our fully silkscreened collaborative art

designed and printed some t-shirts for local

zine, A Whale and Other Disorders, in 2012,

legends Be Alright.

and we published our first paperback book in

product that’s sure to turn some heads.
Keep them in mind next time you, your band,
The company is run by “bean counter and art

or your company needs anything paper-based

director” Pascale Horan, “computer guy” Jon

to pop, or any wear-ables to wow.

O’Keefe, and “idea factory” Jessica Smith, who

2013. There’s an immense amount of artistic
Seems like you’re doing a lot of different

talent in this city, and we’re very lucky to be

kinds of products for local bands, tell us

able to work with some of the people behind it

about some of these projects.

-- people like Anthony Brenton, Jose Gonzalez,

also handles client outreach. Pascale majored

Q&A

in Print & Dye at the Anna Templeton Centre.

How did you guys come together and

We’re always trying new things! We’ve

Jud Haynes, Patrick Canning, Jacob Rolfe, Jon

Jon worked as a computer programmer and

decide to start-up Pink Eye?

silkscreened posters for Werewoman,

Ryan … just too many to mention. A lot of our

occasional graphic designer “until Pink Eye

Pink Eye was first conceived over some beers

Monsterbator, Navigator Black & the Indighost,

paper jobs have been collaborative efforts, and

demanded his full attention,” and Jessica is a

in a small town on Colombia’s northern coast,

The Darts, and Hey Rosetta, among others.

it’s really rewarding. There’s so much art here,

NSCAD alumnus with a background in floral

while brainstorming ways to escape the 9-to-

We’ve designed and printed miniature LPs with

and we’re really grateful for the opportunity to

design and event decor.

5 life that was awaiting us back home. We

download codes, collectible trading cards, full-

help share it with people.

PHOTOS BY JOEL UPSHALL
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Your website mentions some

when we tell them what we’re called is a nice

“made-right-here DIY-style equipment.”

bonus. And, well, Pink Eye is contagious,

What might this be?

just like good art.

Our first serious t-shirt press was a four-color,
two-station press constructed by hand from

What kinds of people should know

plans we found online. The entire thing was

about your company?

made of wood. We enlisted the help of some

Everyone! We can produce any kind of band

family members (hey dad!) for the construction,

merch you can think of. We’ll make your

and basically bootstrapped the entire business

wedding invitations look better than anyone

off that press. We’ve since upgraded, but we

else, we’ll print your comics, your poetry

didn’t have the heart to throw out the old press;

books, your chapbooks, your zines. We’ll make

luckily, the folks at the Anna Templeton Centre

posters for your events that’ll jump off the

were kind enough to give it a good home.

poles at people. If you need something printed

Our zines and posters are all printed on a

or designed, we can probably help.
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Smoke on the Water:
Newfoundland’s First
Hookah Bar Opening
Downtown
BY LAUREN POWER
Mohammad Bakri and Tareq Yossef
are hard at work putting the finishing
touches on Newfoundland’s first
hookah bar, Aladdin’s Hookah Lounge,
at 216 Water Street.

homemade vacuum table; we have boxes full of
DIY bookbinding equipment cobbled together

Are there any people/businesses

from scrap lumber; even the shelves and

in town you regularly work with?

countertops in our studio were made by hand.
Jon is a tinkerer by nature, and he’s always
trying to make and improve things.
What are most people coming to
you to make for them?
Silkscreened posters are getting more and
more popular here, so we’ve been doing a lot
of poster jobs this year. Once people realized
they can advertise their show with an awesome
hand-printed poster and also sell them as
merch, things really started taking off. We
still do a lot of clothing – t-shirts and hoodies,
mostly – but posters are becoming the larger
part of what we do.
What is a unique item or two you’ve made?
We made some pretty rad download cards for
Werewoman last year. The codes were printed
on 3” circular pieces of paper, printed black to
look like miniature records, and housed inside
little tiny record sleeves. We recently had a guy

sleeve designs end up getting printed by the
pressing company as part of a package deal.
Pascale designed some amazing heraldic crests
for a video game last year. We’re happy to see
our designs come to life either way, although
naturally it’s much more rewarding for us as
artists when we see a project to completion.
People always associate unique, quality, and
locally made goods with outrageous prices.
But that’s not the case at Pink Eye, is it?
Our pricing is really competitive, and we do a
lot of collaborative efforts as well. We’ve all got
a lot of experience with art and graphic design,
so if you know you want something made but
you’re not quite sure what you want, we’ll work
with you to figure out a design and bring it to
life. On the other hand, if you’ve got a bunch
of artwork but don’t know what to do with it,
there’s the possibility of working with us to
produce it, split some of the costs, and share
the profits. We exist in a space that’s not really

commission us to illustrate and print a custom

inhabited by traditional printing companies or

children’s book for his son. We’re dabbling with

publishing houses.

chess boards and other prints on wood these
days, as well. There’s so much you can do with

Where did the company name

the medium, I don’t think we’ll ever run out of

come from: why Pink Eye?

new things to try.

We agonized over our name for weeks. We
shot down dozens of ideas. Eventually we were

Are you also available for freelance

all suffering from name exhaustion, nothing

design: things like album art or poster

was really clicking, and we figured we’d just

design, even if you aren’t the ones

be some sort of nebulous, nameless entity

Yeah, absolutely. We have a lot of frequent
collaborators. We’ve done a lot of work
with local author and musician Anthony
Brenton; we’ve published three of his books,
a serial novel is in the works, and he’s
contributed words and visual art to some
of our collaborative projects. Jose Gonzalez
has published several zines through us and
has contributed to several other projects as
well. We’ve printed a ton of shirts for Fixed
Coffee and most of our books and zines are
available for sale downstairs at Broken Books.
Moksha Yoga has printed a few runs of tank
tops with us. Bands are always coming back –
Monsterbator, The Darts, Werewoman,
too many to list.
What’s been some of your favourite
projects you’ve done?
Our annual project A Whale and Other
Disorders is definitely our favourite. Once a
year, we put out a call for submissions, collect

In a hookah lounge, patrons use
a communal water pipe to burn
flavoured tobacco, and the smoke is
cooled before it’s inhaled. The Middle
Eastern pastime has been around since
the 16th century, and since then has
made its way into most college towns
and videos by Drake. Selections include
double apple, peach, grape, lemon,
cherry, and fruit flavours infused with
mint. A typical sitting will run you about
$10 to $20. Along with the hookahs,
Aladdin’s will also be serving drinks,
coffee, and sandwiches. Flatscreens line
the walls, just in time for the remaining
World Cup games, which the Palestinian
duo plan to host.
The Water Street location was most
recently held by the now online-only
Candy Bouquet (candybouquet.ca), and
more famously occupied by Hava Java
before their move down the street.
Patrons of the old Hava Java will
recognize the familiar upper mezzanine,
with added booths for seating.

some of the wonderful art this city has to offer,
compile it into a book, and silkscreen and bind
around 50 copies, completely by hand. Half
of the copies go to the contributors and the
other half are sold to cover costs. This year’s
issue featured Anthony Brenton, Sarah Hillock,
Jacob Rolfe, Pepa Chan, Amber Stuckless,
George Horan, as well as the three of us. We
use cotton paper and archival-quality inks, so
it’s essentially a book full of art prints. We’re

printing these items?

for the forseeable future. Then someone --

also really proud of our first paperback, A Book

Yep, we do freelance design as well. We usually

maybe Jess? -- blurted out “Pink Eye Print

by Anthony Brenton, and we’ll be publishing

end up printing the things we design, but

Company!” and we knew that we’d found it. It’s

a second edition of that some time this year.

occasionally customers will opt for getting

a memorable name, it rolls off the tongue, and

Holding a book you’ve made with your own

the prints done elsewhere. Most of our record

the look of bewilderment on people’s faces

hands is a very satisfying experience.

Being the first hookah lounge in the
province, there may be a learning
curve. “It’s not a bong,” says Bakri.
“We’re happy to talk to people about
the basics, the background info. People
are fascinated by this stuff.”
The lounge will be open in the
evenings, 5:00pm to around midnight,
and later on weekends. Aladdin’s
Hookah Lounge is opening soon at 216
Water Street. Call (709) 747-4500 or
visit facebook.com/aladdinsnl
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not stand out so bizarrely, might we be more
willing to accept it?
These questions are directed at you, dear

BAY OF EXPLOITS

WITH

ED RICHE

reader, but they are also directed at Memorial
University. It’s MUN who owns the building,
after all: they bought the massive carbuncle
in 2012 for $9 million. Today they are in the
midst of a re-branding exercise. MUN hired

WAKING UP IN THE CITY
WITH JACOB ALLDERDICE

a prize-winning Toronto architectural firm,

Radio Who?
The CBC’s days appear
numbered.

Our living arts, those other than artifact,
need the platform. If the current state of
affairs is any indication our democracy is
in need of a larger, more animated arena
for the discussion of public policy.

Rounthwaite Dick and Hadley to create a
concept, and this spring they called for public

The gutting of Canada’s national public

New means of content distribution have

input as they take the RDH-developed concept

broadcaster started by the Chretien

advantages other than economic. They

plan through to the next stages.

government will shortly be concluded

make on-demand programming readily

by Harper’s. Conservative Party

available and they’re borderless. A digital

According to Robert Greenwood, director

fundraising literature muses gleefully

VONL would tell Newfoundland and

of MUN’s Office for Public Engagement, 86

about its demise. The end will have been

Labrador’s story to the world. Reaching

blindingly white construct at

graduate students plus a total of 70 university

hastened by the mismanagement of a

out, giving this place voice is essential

the edge of the harbour could be

employees from such other university

series of CBC’s senior executives and

in attracting both investment and badly

seen as a thing of beauty. Why

departments as the Centres Harris, Genesis,

a Board made up of political cronies. A

needed bodies. No one else, no one in

Gardiner, and Public Engagement are to be

programming philosophy of broadening

Ottawa certainly, is going to do that for us.

housed in the former motel. Uses for a large

appeal by dumbing-down content as

We are Whoville, if we don’t make some

opposed to cultivating an audience with

noise we’ll end up boiled in Bezzle-Nut oil.

Of Ice and MUN
Iceberg season in St John’s
brings with it the notion that a

is it, however, that other white
monoliths in St John’s do not
evoke similar enthusiasm?

wing of the building have not been designated,
and MUN is asking the public to contribute
ideas: what about that old swimming pool?

Consider the white-painted Irving oil tanks on
the southside hills, or the white piles of road
salt on Harvey’s wharf, or the white concrete

What about a new daycare centre? What about a
commune for retired professors? What about a
public library?

scar of the Harbour Arterial overpass. No one,
except in a fit of irony, would tell you these

All this is well and good. It’s a good thing that

blights on the landscape are anything for the

the university, which thinks in terms of the next

city to be proud of.

hundred years rather than the next five, has
purchased this vital, significant former motel,

Similarly, it’s hard to imagine a crowd lining

and desires public engagement.

up to photograph the former Battery Motel,
which may be likened to the largest prehistoric,

But they should know that nothing they do

drifting block of ice in the city. Look at Signal

inside the building will ever matter to the public

Hill from anywhere in town and it’s difficult to

at large as much as if they could simply make

miss. It looms over the precious hovels of the

the building less of an eyesore.

Battery neighbourhood like an unwelcome
drunkard at a garden party.
Part of the charm of an iceberg is its propensity
to drift away. But the Battery Motel will not drift
Like Cabot Tower, it is moored to the rock of

Only question, really, is: does it have to be so

Bike • Skate • Scooter

ugly? What if, like Cabot Tower, it were the

7 Lemarchant Road • St. John’s, NL

colour of the rock it’s on? What if someone

(709)738-6222 or cychoticbikes@gmail.com

screened it to match the iron-stained blue-

WWW.CYCHOT ICB IKES . CA

grey rock of the hill? If the Battery Motel did

of morning radio, backfired.

We have the benefit of learning from
Canada’s mistakes. We know public

A rump will remain, likely a radio and web

broadcasting demands stable funding.

news service headquartered in Toronto.

Content has a cost. We know it fails

There will be a reporter stationed in

when it tries to compete with private

St. John’s, perhaps an “Atlantic”radio

broadcasters. We know that chasing

morning show out of Halifax.

an audience by imitating existing
commercial content means you’ll

The Canada of today does not much care

never catch them.

for the CBC. There’s been little outcry
over cuts to the organization. Heavy with

Newfoundland and Labrador cherishes

staff, managers, and plant, devoid of

(though does not like to pay for) its arts

creators, it’s seen as a billion-dollar-a-

and culture as much as contemporary

year-boondoggle. The ruling party stands

Canada seems to disdain its. Against

against the “nation building” function of

the odds we remain a distinct society

a public broadcaster because it smacks

within the Confederation. That Canada

of statism and has for years asserted the

is willing to let an institution wither and

achingly middlebrow CBC is somehow a

die is no reason we should follow our

mouthpiece for the “elites” it so loathes,

colonial masters into the dark. Were

fears, and maligns.

“Land and Sea,” “All Around The Circle,”
“The Wonderful Grand Brand,” “The

away. We will always have the Battery Motel.
Signal Hill.

challenging fare has, with the exception

But there remains an appetite for public

Fisheries Broadcast” important enough

broadcasting in Newfoundland and

to the culture that we must replace their

Labrador and, given new technology,

source? Assimilation and the silencing

a more affordable means of having

of this place is a legitimate answer to

our own “national” service. Is it time

that question. If it is the wrong one then

for a publically-funded, digital voice of

this exciting opportunity might be a

Newfoundland and Labrador?

necessity.
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change we could put it out to thousands

The text number would let customers find out

and get feedback from those impacted

information about routes serving the bus stop.

by the decision.”

The Idea Behind the Metrobus Idea Centre

Bus route information is currently available
Powell says the centre was last used in 2013

online, through the Metrobus app, or in the

to gauge the impact of five minutes being

printed schedules (they don’t list all the

added to bus routes in the afternoon. It plans

stops though).

I looked up a bus stop at

offer feedback on future service proposals ...”

on using the Idea Centre this year to get

Cavendish Square last fall

according to the Metrobus website.

feedback on possible route adjustments.

and was pleasantly surprised
to see that the Route 3 bus
stopped there.

Trevor Young chuckles when I tell him about
the unmarked bus stops. Young uses Metrobus

But, I never heard back. It turns out I had

She says it’s possible to use the Idea Centre

to go to work and says shelters with bus

interpreted the Idea Centre incorrectly. The

the way I did and a response will eventually

schedules are located only every 10-20 stops.

centre was created in 2013 as a way of getting

be given. But the best way to provide

Bus routes also don’t follow a linear route.

feedback from customers on a specific issue,

suggestions is to email information service.
He had never heard of the Idea Centre

Then I looked closely at the stop and realized

not to gather unsolicited suggestions on

that there was no information about which

how to improve Metrobus. “Over the years,

As for the unmarked bus stops, Powell says

before I told him. But Young’s email to

buses stopped there. How is anyone supposed

we’ve tried different ways to get feedback

it’s a matter of expense. “We have to make

Metrobus several years back with suggestions

to know where to take what bus? It seemed

from customers,” says Judy Powell, general

sure if we start this that we maintain it on

about improving their service also went

like a no-brainer to provide that information.

manager of Metrobus. “We thought how can

a regular basis” says Powell. “We have over

unanswered. “I told them they should expand

we best use technology to get feedback from

eight hundred stops so it’s a resource issue.”

the service regionally to Paradise and Torbay,”
says Young. “The buses should

My first thought was to submit an idea to

our customers from our routes and the people

Metrobus’s Idea Centre. “The Idea Centre is

it directly impacted? So we created the Idea

She adds that when Metrobus has enough

the place for Metrobus customers to share

Centre where people could go in and directly

money it would like to add the route numbers

thoughts and opinions, present ideas and

register. If we had a survey question or route

and a four-digit text number to bus stops.

CITY MATTERS
WITH SHEILAGH O’LEARY

from a varied meeting of the minds. Most

share resources such as Regional Fire or

for their wage? We deserve the service we

governmental legislative subcommittees

Water with adjoining communities.

pay for, in order to be represented. Open

are standing committees, which by another

I recently had the opportunity to have an

meetings allow committees to gain public

name is a permanent committee.

inside peak at our provincial governance and

understanding and build support for the

was astounded by my discovery. There are no

House of Assembly’s decisions.

A Stand for
Standing
Committees.

also be more frequent.”

Standing committees generally meet on a

all party standing committees presently on

regular basis, and make recommendations

the books in the province of Newfoundland &

Despite the jokes, committees actually

on the bricks and mortar decision-making

Labrador. Despite the fact that our partisan

create the discussion, the arm-wrestling,

in governance. The city of St. John’s for

Federal Government and all of our Provincial

the discourse, that finally brings forward

example, has several standing committees

counterparts employ ‘all party’ standing

recommendations that get tabled at the

as follows: Public Works, Finance and

committees (even our capital city employs

highest assembly, whether that be at our

Administration, Audit and Accountability,

such methods) our provincial legislature has

City Council, or in the House of Commons

Economic Development, Tourism and Public

none! Every province but Newfoundland &

despite the political favour of the day. The

light bulbs, but what role do

Engagement, Community Services and

Labrador has standing committees working

ultimate decisions then get made at the

committees actually play in

Housing, and last but not least Planning

in their legislature full time.

highest level with a sitting government

Committees. Okay, okay ...
we know the jokes, some of
which involve screwing in

sound governmental

and Development. More often than not,

obviously having the advantage. However,

these constitute the permanent, day to

So, we are without in the province of

it does create a process for moving new

day functioning of the business of the city.

Newfoundland & Labrador. Our ‘have’

ideas forward, broadening the base for

There are many other types of committees

province has no established method for all

consultation and representing the public’s

Committees are by definition some form of

that are advisory in nature and some which

political stripes coming together to make

interest in one of the best democratic

deliberate assembly that are subordinate to a

are comprised of a variety of individuals

needed improvements. And what about all

methods in public service. It does not mean

larger deliberate assembly and require a vote

including community representatives, for

those often silent back benchers in our House

we will necessarily like or agree with the

of all its entitled members. The basic idea is

example the Arts Advisory or Heritage

of Assembly? Wouldn’t it be great if we could

final decision, but it does offer a more open,

to acquire majority rule recommendations

Committees, or regional committees that

give those elected MHAs something to do

detailed review of proposed legislation.

decision making?
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Innovative Ways to
Get The Globe and
Mail in St. John’s

“I might read it while eating lunch or in the
bathroom,” says Phillips. “I can also leave it
lying around and my son may read it.”
She found that she discussed the news with
her 17-year-old son when they read the same

BY SHARON HO

copy of The Globe and Mail. Her son, Joshua
Bath, prefers to read it in print because it’s

Kelly Mansell became desperate
last December. Mansell missed
reading print copies of The
Globe and Mail so much that as
an owner of Rocket Bakery, she

STRAIGHT UP
WITH MEGHAN MCCABE

less distracting.
“With the newspaper it’s ordered well,” says
Bath. “With the Internet version it’s more
cluttered.”

began offering a free coffee or

Mansell enjoys the tactile nature of reading

tea to anyone who brought in a

a print newspaper. “After a full week of

copy of the newspaper.

being on my computer it’s so nice especially

“At Christmas I said I’ll give anyone a coffee if

and read where your eye goes rather than

you bring me a Globe,” says Mansell. “For the

scrolling through something,” says Mansell.

cost of a coffee it’d be worth it to me.”

“It slows the weekend down when you can

on a Saturday to be able to sit comfortably

read the paper.”
The Globe and Mail stopped delivering print
copies of its newspaper to Newfoundland and

She’s been mulling over the idea of whether

Labrador last October citing the high cost of

or not she could subscribe to the newspaper

its delivery to the 3,000 subscribers. Instead

in Halifax and then ask a financial institution

it now offers a 50 percent discount on

to send it to St. John’s as part of their

access to its website.

mailbag. Mansell also wonders if Air Canada
would leave their recycled Globe and Mail

get it right. “I’d run myself, if I wasn’t too
old,” said Crosbie.
Skullduggery, by the way, is defined

Kind, Beautiful
Province Seeks
Loving Home

as, “underhanded or unscrupulous

Almost as soon as the

satirical Kijiji job advertisement referred

words are committed to
paper – even spoken out loud
– they’re in the wrong tense.

behaviour; trickery.”
Crosbie has criticized the role former
premier Danny Williams has played in
all of this, and he’s not the only one. One
to Williams as “the CEO of Newfoundland
and Labrador.”
Now, the PCs are back to the drawing
board. Premier Tom Marshall will stay

The quest for a premier, for a new leader

on while they find a new leader. Marshall

for the Newfoundland and Labrador

has been clear he wants to retire, as he’s

Progressive Conservative Party, has been

served in government since the 2003

an ever changing, storied one.

election. Leadership contenders like John

A story nowhere near ending, although it

Ottenheimer are still coming forward,

was meant to be by now.

including some of the names we heard at
the start of the race, many moons ago.

The PCs were set to crown Frank
Coleman premier at a convention July

Liberal leader Roger Grimes was the last

4-5. Coleman was the only person in

premier to seemingly want to hold on the

the party with the desire to walk into

position. Defeated by Danny Williams’

the premier’s office, unencumbered by a

Tories in 2003, successive premiers

voting process.

and a premier-to-be have all resigned:

But people read differently online compared

newspapers at the airport for her. But she

with print. In a recent presentation to local

doesn’t know anyone who works at Air

Then on a Monday afternoon, just

writers and editors, Tamara Reynish, of

Canada to make that request.

a couple of weeks before the PC

As for Coleman, he’ll return to civilian

convention, and the day after what was

life. That controversy over a contract his

read in a reverse S or Z when reading in

Phillips wants to call the Globe and Mail

touted by many as a very successful

former company, Humber Valley Paving,

print. But a person reads in an F pattern

and ask if they’d mail her a subscription.

Liberal Party convention, the news came.

held with the provincial government –

Reynish Communications, said most people

Williams, Dunderdale, now Coleman.

“A significant and challenging family

where the government chose not to call in

Internet means most people scan text instead

Others have turned to subscribing to the

matter has arisen over the last week

some millions of dollars in bonds Coleman

of reading it word by word. It’s also more

Guardian Weekly, which is a print copy of

that will see me unable to continue on to

had personally backed – is quietly awaiting

difficult to read on a screen and people read

international news. But there is a British focus

the convention in July, and hence unable

the Auditor General’s report.

25 percent slower than on paper.

to the news and often the foreign news is out

to take the office of premier,” Coleman

of date by the time the paper arrives.

told reporters in a brief news conference

The unfinished paving work in Labrador

in St. John’s. “Wait, what?” sang our

was awarded to a Quebec company, and

province in unison. And in true form,

is reported to cost taxpayers an extra

Newfoundlanders and Labradorians

$1.5 million – money that could have

jumped on the jokes.

come from the bonds.

After calling the workings of the

Politics is cyclical. A party generally holds

PC leadership race “all kinds of

power until the people want a change. For

skullduggery,” retired politician John

the sake of our province, we must hope that

Crosbie said Coleman’s resignation

change is awarded by merit instead of by

offered a new opportunity for the party to

default, when we go to the polls in 2015.

when reading online. Reading news from the

Colette Phillips has read the Globe and
Mail for thirty years and also misses
reading it in print.

Do you have any ideas on how to get
the Globe and Mail delivered to St. John’s
even if it was just the weekend newspaper?
Email any suggestions to sharon.ho@gmail.com
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July cross

AWAKENING

A WEEKEND
WORKSHOP
+

PSSST!
ANSWERS
BELOW

MICHAEL

STONE

JULY.18+19+20

MOKSHA YOGA
st. john’s

PUBLIC TALK FRI.JULY.18//7-9PM

EMBODYING OUR VALUES: Mindfulness+Social Change

ACROSS
2. The younger brother plays in the
Dardanelles, The older one in Pilot to 		
Bombardier, and the sister in The
Dilettantes. What’s their last name?
4. Star of NL’s most recent viral video about
rats in CBS. Not Deanna Queen, but 		
Deanna [last name]
5. The poet laureate of St. John’s is
George [last name]
DOWN
Across
6. CBC’s Beetle Road Trip recently rolled
1. What kind of dessertDown
does Sugar Mamas
town,
and highlighted
thisDardanelles,
local 		
well)?kind of desert does Sugar Mam
2. Thethrough
younger
brother
plays in the
Themake (and make every
1. What
older one
Pilot
to Bombardier,
and the sister in3.
TheWhat downtown street
make
well)?
bandin
atop
Signal
Hill
wasevery
recently
“slathered
Dilettantes.
What’s their
lastbrowsing
name? a
7. Newfoundland
term for
in cooking oil” after a3.cooking
oil spill? street was recently
What downtown
4. Starstore
of NL's
recent viral
video about
cooking
oil" after
a cooking
oil spill?
withmost
little intention
of actually
		 rats in
8.CBS.
What species of animal
was actively
hunted
to
Not Deanna
Queen, but Deanna [last name]
buying something
extinction in Newfoundland
100 years
ago? was actively
8. Whatabout
species
of animal
5. The poet laureate of St. John's is George [last name]
extinction in Newfoundland about 100

6. CBC's Beetle Road Trip recently rolled through town,
and highlighted this local band atop Signal Hill
7. Newfoundland term for browsing a store with little
intention of actually buying something

MUN Blood Donor Clinics
Bruneau Bldg: Friday, July 4th 10am - 2pm
UC Landing: Friday, July 18th 9:30am-1:30pm

BY CASH DONATION-SUGGESTED DONATION $25 THE ROCKET ROOM 272 WATER ST.

WEEKEND WORKSHOP SAT+SUN.JULY.19+20//MYSJ

MORNINGS//9AM-12PM Yoga Postures + Breathing Exercises
AFTERNOONS//1:30-3PM Meditation, Philosophy+ Discussion

On Your Side.
Fighting For You.

$200-BOTH SATURDAY AND SUNDAY WORKSHOPS //$110-WORKSHOPS INDIVIDUALLY

Dale Kirby, MHA

FOR VIP MEMBERS
10% STUDENTS+SENIORS
OFF

SPACE IS
LIMITED

FOLLOW MYSJ ON

709.753.0206

St. John’s North
@dalegkirby

709-729-6921 ○ dalekirby@gov.nl.ca
ANSWERS: ACROSS 2 - Power 4 - King 5 - Murray 6 - Green and Gold 7 - twacking DOWN 1 - cupcakes 3 - Hill O Chips 8 - Wolf

FOR DETAILED WORKSHOP OUTLINE VISIT: MOKSHAYOGASTJOHNS.COM REGISTER ONLINE OR IN STUDIO
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Entreprenyogi: Melanie Caines’ Journey from
Stage Actress to the Yoga Mattress and Now the World

I never thought
I’d be travelling
around the world
teaching
yoga.
Nova Yoga’s Melanie Caines
is as much an unstoppable

world, including Australia, the UK, and

dance, and it can be slow, steady, and dynamic,

expand Nova Yoga’s offerings. Nova is currently

most of Canada. “Yoga was something, in the

sweaty and challenging.”

employing eight yoga teachers, and has won

latter years of touring, I would take on the

entrepreneur as she is a yoga

road with me to keep me fit, because no fancy

master. But don’t tell her that.

equipment was needed.” During her last year

“I don’t think of myself as a business woman,
the term almost makes me cringe! I’m doing
what I’m doing: following through on ideas
I have, being inspired by what other studios
around the world are doing, and teaching
yoga.” Yoga changed her life, and she’d like to
help you let it change yours.

of touring, she took some time off and went to
New York, where, out of curiosity, she enrolled
in the 200-hour Yoga Teacher Training Program
at Sonic Yoga. “The month in New York was life
changing for me - I felt amazing physically and
mentally. I got the healing I needed, and I also

Her acting background proved useful in a class
setting, because knowing how to create a
certain mood in the room, and how to use her
voice to inspire a group, made her a natural
teacher. She also jokes that “there’s the whole
standing in front of a crowd of people for sixty
to ninety minutes thing!”

NLOWE’s Start-up Business award. It has
also taken The Scope’s Best Yoga Spot more
than once. “It just kind of exploded and I am
extremely grateful. I remember being at the
NLOWE award ceremony surrounded by
accountants and lawyers and ‘business people’
thinking - how did I get here? I honestly don’t
know what a business plan looks like.”

realized I wanted to share what I learned with

A YOGA ROOM OF HER OWN

Still, she says she doesn’t consider what she’s

others: I wanted to be a yoga teacher.”  

Before long she was teaching several classes

doing a career change. “I live two lives, and I

a week all over the city, and the practicality

like wearing two different hats. I am still an
actor, and will always be, and now I get to

Upon returning to St. John ’s, Melanie began

and ambition of a natural-born entrepreneur

teaching classes at various fitness centres as

was kicking into gear. “I figured if I could have

a way to supplement her theatre and acting

Like most entrepreneurs, Melanie’s

all my classes in one space, my own space,

work between gigs. But her clientele grew very

professional life wasn’t pre-planned. It was

things would be better. About ten months after

quickly. Caines was the first person to start

the result of turning a personal passion into a

I started teaching, I found a place I could kinda

offering Vinyasa/Flow Yoga here in St. John’s,

afford, and Nova Yoga opened its

BUT IS YOGA REALLY FOR EVERYONE?

profitable career that helped fill a void in her

and people were very drawn to it. “Vinyasa,

community. Caines is a trained actor, with a

doors in January 2010.”

“I always hear the excuse: I’m not flexible

or Flow Yoga, is a more active form of yoga

BFA in Theatre from Grenfell College, and it’s

than anything that existed in St. John’s. It’s

a background that’s brought her all over the

Over the last few years, she put together an

dirty to take a shower. You do yoga to become

about moving with the breath, it’s almost a

impressive team of teachers which helped

more flexible (and strong and centered and

THEATRE ACTRESS TURNED
NOVA YOGA OWNER

choose the projects I want to do instead of
feeling like I have to take every gig whether I’m
passionate about it or not.”

enough to do yoga. That’s like saying I’m too
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When I practice yoga I feel healthy, vibrant, bright. I feel taller, I breathe well, I am
centered and clear and happy and I’m able to deal with challenges. I just feel better,
not like the monster that tension and stress and daily life can cause us to feel like.
calm). Yoga is for everybody, you just have to

screams, or ‘yahoos!’ of someone flying

a thirty-minute yoga program that people

pick the style (Vinyasa? Yin? Restorative?) and

in Crow Pose or going upside down in a

can follow on their own at home, and each

the level that meets you where you are.”

handstand for the first time.”

episode has a different focus. “I want people

With regards to the notion of “but I’ll look like
Even Melanie has had those start-up

is clear: RELAX! “No one is looking at you! In

struggles and moments of satisfaction in

the best kind of way, no one cares what you’re

mastering a move. For her it was inversions.

doing, because everyone is so focused on what

“They were terrifying for me when I first

they’re doing. Many yogis practice at the studio

started out. Going upside down as an adult

daily or on a regular basis and are capable of

is scary and difficult. But I conquered the

some truly amazing things, and I hope that

fear and now I love going upside down. I

people new to yoga become inspired by that as

remember seeing a picture of a girl in

opposed to intimidated.”  

Forearm Stance on the cover of my training
manual in New York, and I couldn’t even

Melanie’s own reasons for practicing yoga are

conceive how that was physically possible.

simple. “When I practice yoga I feel healthy,

Now, every time I’m in a pose, I remember

vibrant, bright. I feel taller, I breathe well, I am

how impossible it once seemed. It’s very

centered and clear and happy and I’m able to

empowering.”

deal with challenges. I just feel better, not like
the monster that tension and stress and daily

YOGA EVERYWHERE!

life can cause us to feel like.”

Nova Yoga’s success can largely be attributed

posture, and balance; it strengthens and
tones your body; it brightens your mood
and increases your energy; it relieves stress
and tension; it boosts immunity; it improves
mental functions, like concentration, learning,
and memory. “And overall makes you feel
like a million bucks.”
STRIKE A POSE!
(EVEN YOU CAN BEND LIKE THAT)

M H A , S T. J O H N ’ S C E N T R E

I’m listening.

at home to watch the show and think: I can do

a fool in the yoga class,” Melanie’s response

Benefits of yoga include: improved flexibility,

Gerry Rogers

to Melanie’s boundless vision for busting yoga
out of her studio and into our communities,
TVs, computer monitors, and even the world.
Melanie’s first yoga retreat took place last
February. “I took a group of twenty yogis from
Newfoundland and California to Tulum in
Mexico; it’s a mecca for yoga retreats. I was
also hired by a group of my private clients to
go with them to Hawaii for ten days this past
March to lead a private retreat for them. A
yoga retreat is like a healthy vacation, which
people are really seeking out these days.

Side Crow, Downward-facing Dog, King

Instead of coming back from vacation feeling

Dancer: why so many moves? Turns out there

exhausted, hungover, bloated, etc., you come

are good reasons. “Arm Balances (like Side

home after a yoga retreat feeling rested,

Crow) help you to feel grounded and strong

healthy, renewed: two yoga classes a day,

and focused. Backbends (like Wheel Pose) help

vegetarian meals, and lots of lounging and

you to feel energized and happy. Forward Folds

exploring. It’s bliss.”

(like Child’s Pose) help you to feel calm and
relaxed. Any type of Twisting Pose will help you

She’ll be leading two more retreats in 2015,

to cleanse and detoxify.”

which sold out lightning quick. This time she’ll

that, or I want to do that.”
She also provides a second means to play
along from the comfort of your home. Melanie
has a popular yoga video, Nova Yoga Flow. It
was filmed in Flatrock, Quidi Vidi, and Signal
Hill, by Adam Penney of Heavyweather, with
audio recording by Mark Neary, and score by
Ian Foster. The DVD includes three different
practices of varying difficulty levels. You can
get it at Fred’s Records (where it was once a
#1 seller!), at One Tooth Yoga & Active Wear
in the Village, or from her website: www.
novayogaonline.com. Oh, and there’s a third
way to get your yoga on at home. “The Go
Flow Sessions (twelve 30-minute episodes
with filming/editing/audio recording by Phil
Maloney of Hey Rosetta) will be released
for online purchase and download in
September. They are an expansion of my
Feel Good Friday videos on YouTube.”

Gerry Rogers MHA St. John’s Centre
GerryRogersMHA

Here for you.

GET OUT(SIDE)!
NOVA YOGA’S MANY SUMMER SERIES
For Nova Yoga, part of bringing yoga to the
community means being out in the summer
sun. You can even take a yoga class at The
St. John’s Farmer’s Market this summer.
Saturdays at 1pm, simply show up with ten
bucks and your own yoga mat.
There’s also the “Take a Hike” series. It’s exactly
as it sounds, “a hike, a 45-minute yoga class
outside, and a healthy treat.” These happen
Sundays at 10am. They’re $15 each, or $50 for
all 4 sessions.

One popular pose start-up yogis want to be

Resort in Costa Rica. The resort said they’ve

able to do ASAP is Crow Pose. “I love when

never had a retreat sell out so quickly in the

people get Crow Pose and say ‘I can’t wait to

history of their business. If you can’t travel

show my partner!’ or ‘My kids are going to be

with her, you can catch her on your TV. Melanie

so impressed!’ I love that glee. I love seeing

just finished season 3 of the Nova Yoga Show,

Lastly, “Yoga in the Park” is like Friday happy
hour for yogis. To drink up the sun and the
summer fun, show up at Nova Yoga at 5:30pm
on Fridays (or 10:30am on Saturdays). Pay
$16, or use your Nova Class Pass. These are
all weather permitting, of course. It being St.
John’s and all. And if you’d like to get out of St.
John’s for a bit, just you and your yoga mat,

someone get into a pose they previously

which will air starting in September. Seasons

check out the Mythic Flow Yoga Retreat with

thought impossible – the excitement, the

1 and 2 are currently airing on Rogers TV. It’s

Robyn Penney in Brigus, July 25-27th.

be taking groups to the renowned Blue Spirit

709-729-2638 / gerryrogers@gov.nl.ca

George Murphy, mha

St. John’s East
(709) 729-3651
georgemurphy@gov.nl.ca
George Murphy, MHA, St. John’s East
@GeorgeMurphyMHA
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THE PONDERED PINT

WITH

CHRIS CONWAY

The Craft of Brewing

Brewing is a
set of intentional
ingredients &
techniques

developed. Selecting the right ratio

latter of which is allowed to escape. Some

of differently kilned malts makes most of

brewers bottle or cask condition their beer

the difference between pale ales, ambers,

with a little sugar to allow this same process

and porters.

to carbonate their beer, while most use
carbon dioxide to force carbonate their beer

You might be surprised to

spelt, and rye are used in both traditional

Grains are then mashed by the brewer.

before packaging. Different yeasts create

know that making beer is

and contemporary brewing. Other grains

Mashing looks a bit like making oatmeal,

different flavours and work better at different

like rice and corn, sometimes referred to as

but the goal is simply to pull the sugar from

temperatures. Lager yeast creates a clean

adjuncts, can be used to lighten the taste

the grain into a liquid. This liquid, once

and crisp beer at cold temperatures, while

of a beer, however, craft brewers generally

removed from the grain, is called the wort.

different ale yeasts can impart spicy and

only use speciality grains to increase their

This wort is then boiled, which is where

fruity characters at warmer temperatures.

beer’s flavour. Additionally, sugars and even

the hops come in. Hops, plants that look

grapes have been used to create exciting

like little green pine-cones, are added at

A brewer has control over the many

hybrid styles.

the beginning boil to provide bitterness to

techniques and the unlimited number of

balance this sweet wort. Hops are added

ways these ingredients can be combined.

actually pretty easy.
Making great beer, however, requires an
amazing amount of craft knowledge and
experience. Brewing is a profoundly human
craft. Where wine making depends on the
grape growing conditions of a particular
area, what is referred to as the terroir,
brewing is a set of intentional ingredient

Malting is a process where grains of barley

again near the end of the boil in different

Different hops, grains, roasted malts, yeast

choices and techniques used to create a

are tricked into converting their stored

quantities to add aromas ranging from

strains, and even the minerals of the local

brewmaster’s vision of their beer.

starches into sugars, followed by a drying

citrus to spice.

water all contribute to the flavour of a pint.
Where wine has terroir beer has hundreds

process known as kilning. Besides allowing
The goal of brewing is to convert sugars into

for the storage of grain, kilning also allows

Yeast is added to the cooled wort and, over

of deliberate choices that are

alcohol through fermentation. Traditionally,

for different levels of roasting, like coffee, so

a period ranging from a week to several

skillfully executed by

malted barley has been the grain of choice,

that different colours and flavours ranging

months, allowed to convert the sugars from

the brewmaster. The terroir of

though speciality grains like wheat,

from caramel, toast, and coffee can be

the grain into alcohol and carbon dioxide, the

beer is the craft of brewing.

Been to the Shop lately?
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Craft Council Shop
Devon House
59 Duckworth Street

.org

www.craftcouncil.nl.ca
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together for a wild weekend around the bay,

but meeting the creators gives comfort that

the resultant, inexplicably perfect bairn would

perhaps the longer they are at it, the more

be the cafe at Grates Cove Studios.

perfect it will remain. Courtney and Terrence

27

It is the kind of place that might make you

respectively) “are not trailblazers, [they] have

propose marriage. What else but a wedding

built this business one step at a time” at a

could coerce all your far-flung loved ones to

pace that allows for integration into this small

make the journey to so remote a spot? And

community. This is their life they are making,

they must come. Everyone MUST come here.

and sharing, not some wild dream to be tried

The cafe serves traditional Newfoundland lunch

and abandoned next season. That makes me

and supper made from scratch, alongside cajun

so thankful, because there is no other place in

home cooking like gumbo and tarte à la bouillie

Newfoundland to get a bowl of gumbo. If you

(aka ta-ta-la-bouy) and perfectly fused dishes

have not tried gumbo, or know it only as a line in

Grates Cove
Studios - food from
the four corners
in the middle of
nowhere.

like pulled pork sandwiches on toutons. How

a Hank Williams song, I will tell you that it is the

about some jalapeño cornbread and margaritas

colour of the worst kind of mud, it can be made

rimmed with salt collected from the nexus of

with crustaceans, alligators, or turkey sausages

Trinity and Conception Bay? Is your mind not

(Courtney’s is “traditional” seafood gumbo using

blown yet? They also make excellent Korean

whatever is freshest: local snow crab, shrimp

BBQ and can accommodate vegetarian, vegan,

and cod or halibut and lobster), it is thickened

gluten and grain free (all with some notice).

with filé from the leaves of the sassafras tree,

Just over two hours from St John’s exists

tabletops the traditional blue of porch ceilings

Go to Grates Cove Studios on facebook for daily

the most coveted of all road trip gems: the

in New Orleans, and wide pass-through

menus, information about their guest house,

miraculous cafe. If Arlo Guthrie’s “Alice’s

showing off the “General Lee” orange kitchen is

artist residencies, and upcoming music and

Restaurant” and Mallard Cottage and my

like a painting in progress. Your heart breaks to

cultural events. Call/email (709)587-3880/

Louisiana grandmother’s housekeeper all got

think its beauty may be undone in the finishing,

info@gratescovestudios.com

NOTES FROM THE KITCHEN
FLOOR WITH EMILY DEMING

Camp Eclipse
Providing a Safe
and Fun Camp for
LGBT Youth
BY LUKAS WALL

With summer now upon us,

and it tastes like love to the homesick.
The Cafe space, with its large high windows,

P H O TO B Y K E N H O L D E N

Howell (from Louisiana and Newfoundland,

“In my sweet dreams,
we are in a bar, and it’s
my birthday; drinking
salty margaritas with
Fernando ”- BONNIE RAITT

For the past five summers, however, Planned

The camp means more than simply

affect change in their lives and

Parenthood of Newfoundland and Labrador

acceptance for those who attend, it creates

the lives of others.

have been working to change that and

a venue for those who are overwhelmed

provide an opportunity for lesbian, gay,

with the challenges of one’s sexual identity

This year’s edition of Camp

bisexual, and transgender youth to attend a

to develop a better understanding of who

Eclipse, set to begin on August

safe and empowering summer camp.

they are, while having fun and making some

15th, is in jeopardy however, as all the funds

new friends in the process. Camp Eclipse is a

have yet to be raised for the event. As of

This camp is called Camp Eclipse: OUT in

space where LGBT youth can be surrounded

this writing, the program has reached

the Woods and is open to those between

by those who are facing issues similar to

just 64% of its total financial goal, and is

the ages of 16 to 24 who are interested in

their own or those who have overcome

asking for the public’s help in completing

finding support, learning how to provide

similar issues in the past. The camp provides

its fundraising. If you would like to support

plenty of young people will

support for others, and building important

a caring learning environment, and those

2014’s Camp Eclipse: OUT in the Woods,

be heading off to summer

friendships and social skills. Over the

who attend often feel a sense of camaraderie

you can make a donation at gofundme.com/

course of four days, campers attend

and family. One previous camper described

CampEclipse2014, or drop off recyclables to

workshops and activities designed to

their experience at the camp by saying,

any Green Depot recycling depot and ask to

stimulate discussion and create bonds with

“Camp Eclipse has changed the course of my

have the refund donated to Camp Eclipse.

a stay at camp can be stressful

other campers. Workshops in previous

life, and it is nothing short of a blessing to

A fundraiser show is also currently in the

and uncomfortable for

years have focused on dealing with

be a part of such a family. This camp means

works to raise money and awareness for

homophobia in schools, the delicate issues

everything to me.” It is with the newfound

the program. Look out for more details in

of coming out, and implementing change in

skills and confidence gained at the camp that

the near future on fundraising efforts and

campers’ own lives and communities.

youth can develop a positive self-image and

projects planned for this worthwhile cause.

camps all across the province.
However, some find that

LGBT youth who are
struggling to fit in.
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THE MOTHERLOAD
WITH VICKI MURPHY

If You’re Not
a Feminist,
You Probably
Don’t Know What
Feminism Is.

men; we want them to stand beside us!

when slavery was just peachy

(Beside us, not on top of us.)

too.) I’ll take it a step further:
If you’re not a club-toting

doesn’t deny the fact that in 1989,
a young man in Montreal killed
fourteen female students because

Some of the fiercest ladies (even Joni Mitchell

caveperson, you’re a

– POUT) are spurning the word “feminist.” It

feminist. Because c’mon,

that in May of this year, a young man

seems the word has gathered some gunk,

any empathetic, modern-

in California went on a killing spree to

probably because of the radical feminist

minded human being, male or

punish the women who had rejected him

stereotype that permeates our media:

female, wants equality for the

sexually. Sadly, this won’t be the last crime

pissed-off, man-eating CEOs with hairy

sexes. Like, duh.

motivated by hatred of women. All over

armpits beneath buttoned-up blouses. While

they were “a bunch of feminists.” Or

the world, women and little girls are being

the question of why we gals feel the need

Think we don’t need feminism? Turn on

stalked, raped, and killed. It’s 2014 and yet,

to wear four-inch heels and show so much

the news. Whether we’re career women or

to some, we are still less than human.

skin is a valid discussion (looking at you,

stay-at-home moms, four-inch fashionistas

Beyoncé), there is no set of rules for what a

or loafer’d librarians, our “woman” status

So when you say you’re not a feminist,

feminist is. In fact, at the heart of feminism

stalks us at every turn. In the home, 83% of

please consider what you’re also saying.

is the freedom to do and wear and say

all reported assaults in Canada are against

You’re saying there’s no problem here, we

whatever we want and not be persecuted for

women. (The home is also where our

don’t need to be havingthis conversation,

it. I wear heels. My pits are groomed. I’d die

husbands and sons are playing video games in

everything is just honky-dory for all women,

I love men!” seems to be the

without lipstick. I love men. And I’m a proud

which women are objects to be groped, slayed

everywhere.

most common (and most

feminist. I know it’s much more important to

and discarded – or saved by the male hero.)

embrace feminism than distance myself from

In the workplace, women are still earning

And if you’re saying you’re not a

the stupid stereotype.

less than men (and not aspiring to higher

feminist “because you love men,” you’re

positions because we’re too busy bonding with

perpetuating the misunderstanding that

“I’m not a feminist … because

disappointing) response from
women who reject feminism.

In her book How To Be A Woman, Caitlin

ours kids, according to idiot Peter MacKay).

feminism is something other than the quest

But guess what, ladies? Feminism is not

Moran has a simple method to determine

And we are all walking home at night holding

for equality. It’s not about diminishing the

about hating men. It’s hating how we’ve

if you’re a feminist: Put your hand in your

our keys like a knife, if we’re brave enough

status of men. It’s about men and women,

been getting the shaft for the last 6,000

pants. If there’s a vagina there – tada, you’re

to walk at all. We’re always at risk of being a

side by side – not one behind, better than,

years on account of our vaginas and

a feminist! Because of course you want

victim of some kind because of our gender.

or worth more than the other. You know,

wanting that to change, because it’s unfair

equality for women if you are one. (Unless

And snubbing feminism or playing “one of the

like partners. And that misunderstanding

and really quite ridiculous. We don’t hate

you’re one of those women living in the past

boys” doesn’t make any of this less true. It

holds all of us back, including you.

LOVE AND MISS
UNDERSTANDING
WITH PEGGY TREMBLETT

Somehow, unknowingly, the words to that

ways. Not just as a romantic partner, but as a

I have and it’s all because I have stayed close

song stuck with me throughout the years and

friend as well. Just because the romantic side

with them. I know what works for me and what

gave me this fierce determination to always

of the relationship disappears, doesn’t mean

doesn’t. I know my faults and my strengths. I

“still be friends” with my ex-partners/lovers. I

your ex stops being awesome, right? They are

don’t know if I would have been so aware had I

Can We Still
Be Friends?

blame it on Todd or rather, I thank him for that.

still the same person. They are still amazing.

not continued these friendships.

I’ve been given a hard time by many people for

TWO Ex partners know you better than most

FIVE You stop being scared of endings. Yes,

my need to stay friends with my exes and I’ve

people in your life. There is comfort in that.

when things are over it’s always sad, but I

When I was an odd eight

always been horrible at verbally expressing

You’re not afraid to laugh or cry or fart in front

know that anyone that I have a meaningful

myself to explain why I feel it’s so important.

of them. That’s kind of beautiful, no?

relationship with won’t disappear out of my life

year old, I was really into
Todd Rundgren. I would sit
in front of our old silver and
blue floor model record player
and listen with my eyes closed,
opening them only to gaze
lovingly at Todd’s strange,

I suppose I can sum it up by saying that it

completely if we break up. There’s something

feels wrong to throw away a great connection

THREE I think it is such a lovely trait to

because I’ve deemed that person necessary

be mature enough to handle a platonic

only if they are in love with me. I think staying

relationship with someone you were once in

Of course, I know that sometimes there are

friends with your exes is a wonderful thing.

love with. I think it shows great character and

people that you fall in love with who turn out

I really respect people who are able to handle

to be monsters. It’s never a good idea to stay

loving someone platonically after a romantic

friends or have anything to do with someone

relationship ends.

who has abused you or mistreated you. I guess

Why?

sad face as I sang along, rather
terribly, to “Can We Still

ONE Why not? In the past, I have fallen in love

Be Friends.”

with people who have been great in so many

wonderfully reassuring about that.

I have been lucky that my exes were pretty
FOUR You can learn a lot from exes. I know

great guys. Not monsters at all.

People
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Students are told to prepare

cent and other students who feel they could

Two years into the program, the FYS team

enrichment is closely related to intellectual

for their marks to go down

benefit from the extra support. Research

has discovered that average grades, rates

and emotional development in FYS and our

indicates that a large percentage of students

of course completion and the proportion

instructors have taken a rounded view of the

entering university with such grades either

of students in good academic standing are

person in their pedagogy,” said professor

fail or withdraw during or after first year.

higher for FYS students than for a matching

Valerie Burton, FYS’s academic director.

First Year Success was established in 2012

sample group.

“This has meant catering to different learning

during their first year in
university.
But for Megan Power, an alumnus of the

with the goal of improving those numbers.

styles and encouraging students to be selfThe program introduces students to the

reflexive in their approach to final exams or

her marks went up. Way up. “First Year

If Ms. Power is any example, the program is

expectations of university learning, the

to publicly presenting their research.”

Success changed my life!” said Ms. Power,

putting students on the right track. “Megan

supports available to them and the skills

who took a year off between high school

is an enthusiastic and passionate student

required to achieve academic success.

The approach worked for Ms. Power. “We

and university. “University isn’t impossible –

who took advantage of all the supports that

This is accomplished in part through

learned about memory techniques and

you just have to know how to manage your

the First Year Success program offers,” said

three credit-bearing cohort courses

about how to read faster. The smaller

time and that’s what you learn in FYS.”

Shelly Kawaja, the program’s administrative

specifically developed for FYS in which

supplementary classes allowed us to ask

director. “She worked hard academically and

guidance on study skills, critical thinking,

questions – for me First Year Success

Now a commerce major, Ms. Power says

also became really engaged both inside and

communications skills and one-on-

wasn’t about the things you don’t know but

she wouldn’t be where she is today without

out of the classroom. She got involved in

one is offered. Class visitors, such as

about learning to be better.”

the program.

developing a FYS society as well as helping

members of the student union, research

out with many FYS events. Watching Megan

professors, social and community agencies

Janet Harron is a communications

The pan-university pilot project is aimed at

develop those qualities that we want to see

and non-university professionals, help

co-ordinator for the Faculty of Arts at

incoming students on the St. John’s campus

in all of our Memorial graduates has

students grasp the relationship between

Memorial University. She can be reached

with entrance averages between 70-75 per

been truly inspiring.”

classroom and workplace skills. “Academic

at jharron@mun.ca.

2012-13 First Year Success (FYS) program,

MandyLeeDawe
Tailoring Services:
get suited up!
BY EMILY DEMING

locally made, then there is a brand new tailor

particularly on fine

in town that you need to meet. Mandy Lee

suits and vintage

Dawe has opened her virtual shop doors as …

looks. Having

MandyLeeDawe, with stitching so tight there

already handed

is no room for spaces.

over a pile of
accumulated fix-it

Find Mandy Lee
Dawe on Facebook or
email mandyleedawe
@gmail.com

She has an industrial machine that can sew

clothing projects

through bone with needles a quarter the size

“Brass buttons, green silks, and

from the past two years,

of your pinky finger, a rock and roll aesthetic

I can vouch for her skills, her punctuality,

silver shoes” - Gram Parsons

and a passion for tailoring. Her love of her

her reasonable prices and her almost giddily

work is well supported by a diploma in textiles

is starting out of her home and building on

If you need a pair of pants hemmed, a button

from The Anna Templeton Centre, a degree

any and all tailoring work that comes in, while

re-sewn or a few optimistic darts taken out

in costume design from Dalhousie which

concurrently working towards the larger dream

So, today, let us welcome (and take advantage

of the waist of your best party skirt, there

“was a four year degree finished in three

of creating a unique line of leather jackets…and

of!) the newest style of seamstress in town,

are plenty of tailors in town to help you. If

years. Bam!“ and the most open and joyful

a separate menswear project that will remain

and, someday, in the not too distant future, we

you want all of the above, AND you want a

smile you will see all year.

under strict wraps while still in development

may be walking into her kitted out design

(so keep the “notifications” for her Facebook

shop, supplied with ethically sourced

handmade 19th century men’s suit created just

friendly customer service.

for you, or a vintage style leather bag pieced

Starting up a small business is the hydra of

page turned on!). Right now her tailoring

leather, a poster of Nudie Cohen on

to perfectly fit your laptop, or that dreamy,

new endeavours; so many heads to slay at

services are up and running and you can be

the wall, and, as Mandy says, “ALL

second-skin of a bad-ass leather jacket that is

once and only two hands to manage it. Mandy

assured of quality work on a range of projects,

the Bob Dylan on the speakers.”

People
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Jose Rivera’s
Story Highlights
The Importance
of The RIAC
BY SEAMUS HEFFERNAN

For a person who is now
director of a major not-for-profit
organization, Jose Rivera
comes from a staunchly
pro-capitalist past.

Rivera is director of the Refugee and

up what we could. We had to abandon our

Immigrant Advisory Council (RIAC), an

house. We couldn’t believe this was actually

organization working to support newcomers

happening. We told the lady we were renting

in making this province their home. It runs in

from ‘We won the lottery!’ when we were

the family: Rivera’s wife is a dedicated catholic

leaving, because we couldn’t even trust her.”

P H O TO B Y S E A M U S H E F F E R N A N
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who worked tirelessly to help as many in her
community as she could. This would lead to

They went into hiding for two years, surviving

her offering to put up a stranded family whose

on little other than their wits and help from

mother had disappeared, a decision that

others in the underground. Eventually,

would ultimately change Rivera’s life.

they ended up in a refugee camp, where a

director Donna Jeffrey led to him being, in his

Canadian High Commissioner intervened.

words, “voluntold” he was their next treasurer.

The mother of the family eventually contacted

Soon, Rivera was Google’ing Newfoundland

Eventually Jeffrey stepped down and the rest

Rivera from Spain, saying she needed them

and trying to get his head around what would

for Rivera is, as they say, history.

to come. “We told her fine, no problem.

be his family’s new home. “We thought it was

We helped with the paperwork. We didn’t

the North Pole,” he says. “Anything north of

The work, however, is still very much

know anything about refugees or protected

New York is the North Pole for me. My wife

the present. The RIAC is completely self-

persons.”

was scared of the idea of all that cold. I had to

funded and has to fight for every dollar. Their

tell her they wouldn’t send us somewhere to

biggest fundraiser, the Summer Cultural

fight polar bears.”

Festival, is running from August 23-24 this

“I was a business consultant, working my

It was going to be a quick lesson. It turned

whole life while I was in Colombia,” he says.

out the mother was a political activist who

“I saw my mother working in businesses like

had to flee the country. When her family

Rivera embraced his new home, however, and

food, music and more. All are welcome, of

beauty salons, restaurants. It was our way of

finally escaped, Rivera’s family were given an

worked to help as many fellow refugees here

course, and Rivera is hoping to see many new

life. We were a family of entrepreneurs … if

ultimatum by still-unknown assailants: Get

as possible. This led to him discovering the

faces there. His enthusiasm for this work

you want to eat, you work.”

the family back here—or else. “We packed

RIAC, where a conversation with its original

shows no sign of waning.

100 Years Later:
Celebrations
Surround Epic
Anniversary of
Rockwell Kent
BY TERRI COLES

In 1914, Kent arrived in
Newfoundland in search of

American artist and author

the perceived odd persona of
a newcomer made his new

Brigus’ Landfall Trust is also running
a series of events to mark the Kent

a place where he could

neighbours suspicious.

Centennial. The charity has partnered with

focus on his artwork. In

Those suspicions turned

St. Michael’s Printshop to host print-

his autobiography It’s Me

into rumours that he was

making workshops on August 13 (for youth)

O Lord, he wrote about his

a German spy.

and 17 (for adults) in Brigus. Check out

motivations, “I loved it as
a chosen land, a land to live
in, work in, make my own.” He
began his work in Brigus the day after

landfalltrust.org for more information.
The tension seemed to fuel
some of the standout work of his
career; the painting House of Dread

These days, the 200-year-old house
Kent lived in belongs to the charitable

he rented Kent Cottage, and also undertook

depicts Kent Cottage in Brigus. Kent was

Landfall Trust and now serves as an

the task of renovating the cottage itself.

eventually asked to leave Newfoundland – it

artist retreat and the host site of ongoing

was either a deportation or a request made

summer artist residencies, reflecting the

But as described in an article by Mildred

for his own safety, depending whom you

original purpose of Kent’s time in Brigus. A

Brown in the Rockwell Kent Review, a trio

ask – and he returned to the United States

figurehead carved by Vince Jones, a replica

of events started to cause suspicion among

with his wife and four children in July 1915.

of one found on the Brigus property and

This year marks both 100
years since the beginning of

year, and is a mix of dance, performance,

Rockwell Kent’s time in

Brigus residents: Kent was frantic when his

Newfoundland and a century

toolbox was lost in a shipwreck while being

The Rooms is currently running a Kent

transported to Newfoundland, he ordered

centennial exhibit that runs until September

an unusually large amount of coal, and he

21. On July 23 the museum will also host

As for House of Dread, which depicted

Cottage in Brigus. A variety

and his wife Kathleen loved and publicly

authors Michael Winter, Jane Urquhart,

Kent Cottage and seemed to capture some

of events in both St. John’s

performed German music. The tensions

and Mack Furlong to discuss their use of

of the personal difficulties of his time in

of the First World War – ramped up by

Rockwell Kent as a character in their fiction;

Newfoundland, Kent kept it for the rest of

suspicions of German submarines in the

a reading featuring those authors will

his life. It now hangs at the Plattsburgh

waters off Newfoundland – combined with

happen in Brigus on July 26.

State Art Museum in New York.

of artists in residence at Kent

and Brigus will celebrate the
centennial this summer.

restored by Kent, was dedicated at the
Kent Cottage in June.
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Visitor Centres: Jun. 11 - Sept. 3
7 days a week

Signal Hill et Cap Spear

Le centre d’accueil est ouvert sept jours sur sept
du 11 juin au 3 septembre
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Signal Hill Tattoo
Jul.10 - Aug.16 at 11 am & 3 pm
Wednesday, Thursday, Saturday & Sunday
Camp of Instruction at Signal Hill
Soldier for a day experience
Jul. 12, Jul. 26 & Aug. 9
Full day
Fire the Noon Day Gun at Signal Hill!
Daily
Stories of Shipwrecks at Cape Spear
with Dale Jarvis
Jul. 31 & Aug. 28 at 7 pm
Campfire & Sing-a-long at Cape Spear
Jun. 28, Jul. 12 & Aug. 16 at 7 pm
Port & Chocolate Tasting at Signal Hill
with the NL Chocolate Co.
Jul. 17 & Aug. 21

Tattoo de Signal Hill
Du 10 juillet au 16 août à 11 h et 15 h
Les mercredis, jeudis, samedis et dimanches
Camp d'instruction à Signal Hill
Programme « Soldat d'un jour »
Les 12 juillet, 26 juillet et 9 août
Toute la journée
Tirez le coup de canon du midi à Signal Hill!
Tous les jours
Récits de naufrages à Cap Spear
Avec Dale Jarvis
Les 31 juillet et 28 août à 19 h
Feu de camp et chant à Cap Spear
Les 28 juin, 12 juillet et 16 août à 19 h
Dégustations de porto et de chocolat
à Signal Hill
Avec la NL Chocolate Co.
Les 17 juillet et 21 août

(709) 772-5367
Signal.Hill@pc.gc.ca
ParksCanadaNL
ParcsCanadaTNL
SignalHillNHS
LHNSignalHill

Murder. Mayhem. Monologues.

No Holds Bard.

All’s Well That The Taming of
the Shrew
Ends Well

The

Curious Case
Tunes & Tales
in the Colony:

Shylock

Shake it Up!

A one-man show

A show for all ages

A Sherlock Holmes Adventure

with Kelly Russell

by William Shakespeare
directed by Paul Rowe

by William Shakespeare
directed by Jenn Deon

by Mark Leiren-Young
directed by Ian Campbell
and Alix Reynolds

by Brendan Kelso
directed by Janet O’Rielly

by Chris Hibbs
directed by Dave Walsh

Performed by
Kelly Russell

FridayS &
SaturdayS at 6 pM
July 18–auG 16

SundayS &
MondayS at 6 pM
July 6–auG 11

SundayS &
MondayS at 8 pM
July 20–auG 18

SaturdayS
11 aM & 1 pM
July 5–auG 16

FridayS &
SaturdayS at 8 pM
July 11–auG 16

MondayS
8 pM
July 7–auG 25

Signal Hill national
Historic Site of Canada

Bannerman park

Guv’nor inn

St. John’s

newman Wine Vaults,
provincial Historic Site

Crow’s nest officer’s
Club

Farmers’ Market

709-722-SBTS (7287) | www.shakespearebytheseafestival.com

